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GENERAL STUDIES PAPER II 
 

Energy Conservation (EC) Act, 2001 
 

Why in News 
 Ministry of Power, Government of India has recently issued a notification to cover all the Electricity Distribution 

Companies (DISCOMs) under the preview of the EC Act. 

 As per the notification, which was formulated in consultation with Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) "All entities 

having issued distribution license by State/Joint Electricity Regulatory Commission under the Electricity Act, 

2003 (36 of 2003)" are notified as Designated Consumers (DCs). 

 

What does the Notification say? 
 After this notification, all the DISCOMs will be governed under the various provisions of EC Act, such as  

o Appointment of Energy Manager 

o Energy Accounting & Auditing 

o Identification of Energy Losses Category wise 

o Implementation of energy conservation & efficiency measures. 

 

Changes as per the notification 
 Earlier, the DISCOMs whose annual energy losses were equal to or above 1000 MU were only covered as DCs. 

Now with this notification, the number of DISCOMs covered under the EC Act will increase from 44 to 102.  

 This decision will facilitate Energy Accounting & Auditing as mandatory activity for all the DISCOMs, leading to 

the actions towards reducing losses and increase profitability of DISCOMs. 

 

Probable Outcome 
 The amendment is expected to help DISCOMs to monitor their performance parameters and bring in transparency 

in the Distribution sector through professional inputs. 

 It will also assist in developing projects for reducing the electricity losses by DISCOMs and implementing effective 

solutions. 

 The amendment is expected to improve the financial state of the DISCOMs. The quarterly data of these DISCOMs 

will be collected and monitored by the government to suggest measures for increasing the efficiency and reduce 

the energy loss.  

 This move is expected to gradually become more effective if extended upto the level of end consumers. 

 

About Bureau of Energy Efficiency 
 Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) is a statutory body under the Ministry of Power,Government of India.  

 It assists in developing policies and strategies with the primary objective of reducing the energy intensity of the 

Indian economy. 

 BEE coordinates with designated consumers, designated agencies, and other organization to identify and utilize 

the existing resources and infrastructure, in performing the functions assigned to it under the EC Act. 

 

Indian Medicine Central Council (Post Graduate Ayurveda Education) 
Amendment Regulations, 2020 
 

Why in News 
 Central Council of Indian Medicine (CCIM), the statutory body that regulates the Indian Medical systems of 

Ayurveda, Siddha, Sowa-Rigpa and Unani Medicine issued a notification on 20th November 2020 to streamline 

some of the provisions of the regulations concerning Post Graduate Ayurveda Education by adding clarity and 

definition to the same. 
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Background 
 It has come to the notice of the Ministry of AYUSH that some mis-reported and incorrectly interpreted versions of 

the above notification have surfaced in some media platforms, leading to mis-information about the nature and 

purpose of the said notification.  

 

Scope of this Regulation 
 The notification relates to the Shalya and Shalakya streams of Post Graduate Education in Ayurveda. The 

notification specifies (in clearer terms than the earlier notification on the subject)a total of 58 surgical procedures 

that PG scholars of these streams (cumulatively) need to be practically trained inso as to enable them to 

independently perform the said activities after completion of their PG Degree.  

 The notification is specific to these specified surgical procedures and does not allow Shalya and Shalakya Post 

Graduates to take up any other types of surgery. 

 Since beginning, Shalya and Shalakya are independent Departments in Ayurveda colleges, performing such 

surgical procedures. 

 

About Shalya  
 It deals with the extraction of foreign bodies (shalya),diseases/disorders that require surgical /para surgical 

management( treats diseases, injuries and deformities by manual or operative methods.)  This discipline finds a 

parallel in modern discipline of surgery. 

 It is a significant branch of Ayurveda. The name of the sage-physician Sushruta is synonymous with surgery. From 

his treatise Susruta Samhita we come to know that thousand of years ago sophisticated methods of surgery were 

practiced in India. 

 Shalya Tantra was popular because this could give fast relief as compared to the slow process of recovery from 

medicines or herbs. 

 According to Sushruta, Shalya tantra is best suited, when the problem is beyond just medicinal repair. In cases 

like, Arbuda (abscesses, cysts), Gandamala (enlarged lymph nodes), Mul- vyadhi (hemorrhoids), Gud-bransh 

(prolapse rectum), Ashmari (stones), Mutravaodh (retention of urine) and stanarog (breast diseases), Shalya 

tantra should be used. 

 

About Central Council of Indian Medicine (CCIM) 
 The Central Council of Indian Medicine is the statutory body constituted under the Indian Medicine Central 

Council Act, 1970. 

 Since its establishment in 1971, the Central Council has been framing on and implementing various regulations 

including the Curricula and Syllabii in Indian Systems of Medicine viz. Ayurved, Siddha and Unani Tibb at Under-

graduate and Post-graduate level. 

 Now, all the Colleges of Indian Systems of Medicine are affiliated to various Universities in the Country. These 

Colleges are following the minimum standards of education and Curricula and Syllabii, prescribed by Central 

Council. 
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Initiatives in Ministry of AYUSH 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Draft Rules under the Code on Social Security 2020 
 

Targetted Beneficiaries 
 The draft rules provide for operationalization of provisions in the Code on Social Security, 2020 relating to 

Employees‟ Provident Fund, Employees‟ State Insurance Corporation, Gratuity, Maternity Benefit, Social Security 

and Cess in respect of Building and Other Construction Workers, Social Security for Unorganised Workers, Gig 

Workers and Platform Workers. 

 It provides for Aadhaar based registration including self-registration by unorganised workers, gig workers and 

platform workers on the portal of the Central Government. 

 For availing any benefit under any of the social security schemes framed under the Code, an unorganised worker 

or a gig worker or platform worker shall be required to be registered on the portal with details as may be specified 

in the scheme. 

 Provision has also been made in the rules regarding gratuity to an employee who is on fixed term employment. 

 The rules also provide for single electronic registration of an establishment including cancellation of the 

registration in case of closure of business activities. 

 Provision has also been made regarding manner and conditions for exiting of an establishment from EPFO and 

ESIC coverage. 

 The procedure for self-assessment and payment of Cess in respect of building and other construction workers has 

been elaborated in the rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public Financial 

Management System 

This paved the way for 

modern and speedy 

accounts management 

system. 

The practice of the Autonomous Bodies 

(ABs) entering into a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) with Ministry of 

AYUSH with performance targets has also 

been adopted and implementation with 

respect to many of the ABs.   

Financial Management  
and 

Governance Reforms 

Introduction of Third Party Evaluation of all  

Government Schemes of the Ministry 

This will lead to objective evaluation of outcomes 

and consequent performance improvement. 

Direct Benefit Transfer 

(DBT) 

In order to pre-empt leakage and 

increase speed, all payments like 

stipends to students etc., is done 

through electronic mode. 

National Ayush Mission (NAM) 

It is a flagship project with country-wide impact on 

promotion of AYUSH systems 
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PM-KUSUM Scheme (Amendments) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Liberalized Guidelines for ‘Other Service Provider’ 
 

Introduction 
 With an aim to qualitatively improve the Ease of Doing Business of the IT Industry particularly Business Process 

Outsourcing (BPO) and IT Enabled Services, the Government has drastically simplified the Other Service 

Provider(OSP) guidelines of the Department of Telecom. The new guidelines tremendously reduce the compliance 

burden of the BPO industry. 

 

What has been done? 
 Registration requirement for OSPs has been done away with altogether. 

 BPO industry engaged in data related work have been taken out of the ambit of OSP regulations. 

 Requirements such as deposit of bank guarantees, requirement for static IPs, frequent reporting obligations, 

publication of network diagram, penal provisions etc. have also been removed. 

 

Shashi S. Vempati Committee  
 Ministry of Information and Broadcasting has today constituted a committee to review “Guidelines on Television 

Rating Agencies in India” notified by the Ministry in 2014.  

 It has been found, based on the operation of the guidelines for a few years, that there is need to have a fresh look 

on the guidelines particularly keeping in view the recent recommendations of Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India (TRAI), technological advancements / interventions to address the system and further strengthening of the 

procedures for a credible and transparent rating system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Installation of Decentralized 

Ground Mounted Grid 

Connected Renewable Power 

Plants 

Installation of standalone 

Solar Powered Agriculture 

Pumps 

Solarisation of Grid 

connected Agriculture 

Pumps 

 Besides barren, fallow and 

agricultural land, solar power 

plants can also be installed on 

pastureland and marshy land of 

farmers. 

 To support small farmers, the 

solar power projects smaller 

than 500 kW may be allowed by 

States based on techno-

commercial feasibility. 

 There shall be no penalty to 

RPG for shortfall in solar power 

generation from minimum 

prescribed Capacity Utilization 

Factor (CUF). 

 During last bid, only solar pump 

and solar panel manufacturers 

were allowed to participate in 

the bid. During implementation 

it has been observed that these 

manufacturers lacking 

workforce in the field and are 

dependent on local integrators 

for this purpose, which has 

caused delay in installation of 

solar pumps. 

 To overcome this situation it is 

now decided to allow joint 

venture of manufacturer of solar 

pump/solar panel/solar pump 

controller with integrators. 

 Individual farmers having grid 

connected agriculture pumps 

are being supported to solarise 

their pumps.  

 Farmers will be provided solar 

panels and they will be able to 

use the generated solar power to 

meet the irrigation needs and 

sell the surplus solar power.  

 DISCOMs will buy surplus 

power from them at the per-

determined rate to be decided 

by the respective State/SERC. 
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GENERAL STUDIES PAPER III 
 

15th Finance Commission submits its Report for 2021-22 to 2025-26 
 

Why in News 
 Fifteenth Finance Commission (XVFC) led by Chairman Sh N K Singh have submitted its Report for the period 

2021-22 to 2025-26 to the Hon‟ble President of India.  
 Members of the Commission, Shri Ajay Narayan Jha, Prof. Anoop Singh, Dr. Ashok Lahiri and Dr. Ramesh Chand 

along with Secretary to the Commission ShriArvind Mehta accompanied the Chairman. 

 As per the terms of reference (ToR), the Commission was mandated to give its recommendations for five years 

from 2021-22 to 2025-26 by 30 October, 2020.  

 Last year, the Commission had submitted its report containing recommendations for the year 2020-21 which was 

accepted by the Union Government and tabled in the Parliament on 30 January 2020. 

 

Background 
 The Commission was asked to give its recommendations on many unique and wide-ranging issues in its terms of 

reference. 

 Apart from the vertical and horizontal tax devolution, local government grants, disaster management grant, the 

Commission was also asked to examine and recommend performance incentives for States in many areas like 

power sector, adoption of DBT, solid waste management etc.  

 The Commission was also asked to examine whether a separate mechanism for funding of defence and internal 

security ought to be set up and if so how such a mechanism could be operationalised. 

 The Commission has sought to address all its ToRs in this Report to the Union government. 

 

About The Report 
 This Report has been organised in four volumes. In these 4 volumes the Commission has analysed the finances of 

each State in great depth and has come up with State-specific considerations to address the key challenges that 

individual States face. 

 
About Finance Commission 
 Finance Commission is a Constitutionally mandated body that is at the centre of fiscal federalism.  

 It is set up under Article 280 of the Constitution, with the core responsibility of  

o Evaluation of the state of finances of the Union and State Governments 

o Recommendation of the sharing of taxes between them 

o Laying down the principles determining the distribution of these taxes among States.  

 

Co-operative Federalism 
 Its working is characterised by extensive and intensive consultations with all levels of governments, thus 

strengthening the principle of cooperative federalism.  

Finance Commission 
Report

Volume -I & II

Main report and the 
accompanying annexes.

Volume III

Union Government 

It examines key departments in 
greater depth, with the medium-

term challenges and the 
roadmap ahead.

Volume IV

State Governments
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 Its recommendations are also geared towards improving the quality of public spending and promoting fiscal 

stability.  

 The first Finance Commission was set up in 1951 and there have been fifteen so far. Each of them has faced its own 

unique set of challenges. 

 As per the Constitution, the Commission is appointed every five years and consists of a chairman and four other 

members. 

 

Article 280: It defines the scoope of Finance Commission. 
 The President will constitute a finance commission within two years from the commencement of the Constitution 

and thereafter at the end of every fifth year or earlier, as the deemed necessary by him/her, which shall include a 

chairman and four other members. 

 Parliament may by law determine the requisite qualifications for appointment as members of the commission and 

the procedure of selection. 

 The commission is constituted to make recommendations to the president about the distribution of the net 

proceeds of taxes between the Union and States and also the allocation of the same among the States themselves.  

 It is also under the ambit of the finance commission to define the financial relations between the Union and the 

States. They also deal with the devolution of unplanned revenue resources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Delhi Air Quality 
 

Why in News 
 Commission for Air Quality Management(CAQM) in National Capital Region and adjoining Areas recently met 

and reviewed the air quality scenario in the region, actions taken by various agencies so far and further steps to be 

taken for improving the air quality. 

 

Background 
 The air quality of the national capital was in the 'severe' category as the air quality index (AQI) crossed the 400-

mark. the Commission for Air Quality Management (CAQM) in Capital Region and adjoining Areas took stock of 

the situation and came up with a plan. 

 

What have they Suggested ? 
 The Commission had stressed the need to strictly enforce existing laws, rules, guidelines, directions and standard 

operating procedures to minimize air pollution on an emergency basis.They also felt that active public involvement 

is critical in the abatement of air pollution and identified the following major immediate measures: 

 

Minimize use of 

personalized 

transport 

Restrict travel 

unless absolutely 

essential 

Encourage work 

from home 

Strict enforcement 

of laws and rules 

regarding dust 

control measures 

Strict enforcement 

to prevent burning 

of municipal solid 

waste and biomass 

Use of anti-smog 

guns at pollution 

hotspots 

 

Intensify water 

sprinkling 

Report air pollution 

incidents on the 

Sameer App 

Strict implement-

tation of extant rules 

regarding stubble 

burning and use of 

fire crackers 

Minimize the use of 

coal 

 

10 Measures to Fight Air Pollution 

 

Every member will be in office for the time period as 

specified in the order of the President. 

Eligible for reappointment provided he has, by means 

of a letter addressed to the president, resigned his 

office. 

 

The members shall be paid salaries and allowances as per the provisions made 

by the Central Government. 
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About Commission for Air Quality Management (CAQM) 
 The CAQM was formed on October 28 after dissolving several pollution-monitoring bodies, including most 

prominently the 22-year-old Environmental Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority (EPCA) that has so far 

addressed air pollution in the Delhi National Capital Region.This body will perform the job of coordinating 

activities between the States. 

 Former Chief Secretary of Delhi M.M. Kutty is the present Chairperson of the Commission for Air Quality 

Management in National Capital Region and Adjoining Areas (CAQM).  

 Other full-time Members include Mukesh Khare of the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)-Delhi; Ramesh K. J., 

former director General, India Meteorological Department (IMD); and A.K. Nautiyal, a Joint Secretary in the 

Ministry. 

 Ajay Mathur, director general, The Energy Resources Institute, and Ashish Dhawan of the Air Pollution Action 

Group, were also appointed Members as representatives of members from Non-Government Organisations. 

 

Diversion of excess sugar to ethanol 
 

Why in News 
 To deal with surplus stocks of sugar, sugar-mills are being encouraged by the Government to export sugar, for 

which Government has been extending financial assistance. However, India being a developing country can export 

sugar by extending financial assistance for marketing and transport only up to year 2023 as per WTO 

arrangements.  

 So, as a long term solution to deal with surplus sugar, to improve sustainability of sugar industry and to ensure 

timely payment of cane dues to farmers, Government has been encouraging diversion of excess sugarcane & sugar 

to ethanol for supplying to Oil Marketing Companies for blending with petrol which not only would reduce import 

dependency on crude oil, promote ethanol as a fuel which is indigenous & non polluting, but will also enhance 

income of sugarcane farmers. 

 

Background 
 In the normal sugar season, about 320 LMT of sugar is produced against domestic consumption of 260 LMT.  This 

60 LMT of surplus sugar which remains unsold, blocks funds of sugar mills to the tune of about Rs. 19,000 crore 

every year thereby affecting liquidity positions of sugar mills resulting in accumulation of cane price arrears of 

farmers. 

 

Government Initiatives 
 Government had fixed a target of 10% blending of fuel grade ethanol with petrol by 2022 and 20% blending by 

2030 but now Government is preparing a plan to prepone achievement of  20% blending target.  

 However, as the existing ethanol distillation capacity in the country is not sufficient to produce ethanol to achieve 

blending targets, Government is encouraging sugar mills, distilleries and entrepreneurs to set up new distilleries 

and to expand their existing distillation capacities and is also extending financial assistance by way of interest 

subvention for 5 years at 6% maximum rate of interest against the loans availed by sugar mills/ distilleries from 

banks for setting up their projects. 

 In past 2 years, loans of about Rs. 3600 crores have been sanctioned for 70 such ethanol projects (molasses based 

distilleries) which involve capacity enhancement of 195 crore litres. 

 Under the ethanol interest subvention scheme for molasses based distilleries, Government in September, 2020 

has opened a window for 30 days to invite more applications from sugar mills/ distilleries, which were examined 

by DFPD. 

 However, as the blending targets cannot be achieved only by diverting sugarcane / sugar to ethanol therefore, 

Government is also encouraging distilleries to produce ethanol from other feed stocks like grains, etc for which the 

present distillation capacity is not sufficient. 

 Government is making efforts for production of ethanol from surplus rice with FCI to supply to Oil Marketing 

Companies to mix with petrol in Ethanol Supply Year 2020-21 . 

 Efforts are also being made to produce ethanol from maize in states which have sufficient production of maize. 
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Present Situation and Projected Target 
 In the current Ethanol Supply Year 2019-20 only 168 crore litres of ethanol is likely to be supplied to OMCs for 

blending with petrol thereby achieving 4.8% blending levels. 

 However, in the ensuing Ethanol Supply Year 2020-21, efforts are being made to supply 325 crore ltrs of ethanol 

to OMCs thereby achieving 8.5% blending; and in the ethanol supply year 2021-22 ending in November, 2022 

efforts are being made to achieve 10% blending target which is quite possible in view of the concerted efforts made 

by the Government. 

 

Way Forward 
 In next few years with 20% ethanol blending with petrol, Government will be able to reduce import of crude oil, a 

step towards being Atma Nirbhar in the  Petroleum sector and this will also help in increasing the income of 

farmers and creating additional employment in distilleries. 

 

World Fisheries Day 
 

Introduction 
 World Fisheries Day is celebrated on 21st November every year to demonstrate solidarity with all fisherfolk, fish 

farmers and concerned stakeholders throughout the world. It started in 1997. 

 The event aims to draw attention to overfishing, habitat destruction and other serious threats to the sustainability 

of our marine and inland resources. 

 

India and Fisheries 
 India is leading fish producing country and second major producer of fish through aquaculture in the world. 

 Fisheries sector in India provides direct employment to about 28 million fishers and fish farmers besides meeting 

the food and nutritional security and foreign exchange earnings. 

 India contributes about 7.7% to the global fish production and country ranks 4th in global exports of fish products. 

 The sector envisioned to increase the farmers‟ income through enhancement of production and productivity, 

improving the quality and reduction of waste.  

 Taking into account the Centrally Sponsored Scheme “Blue Revolution” which was launched in December, 2015 
had made vital contributions towards the development of the sector. The Fisheries sector has contributed about 

1.24% to the national GVA and about 7.28% of the agricultural GVA in 2018-19. 

 

Government Initiative 
 Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana (PMMSY) : It was launched at an estimated investment of Rs. 

20,050 crores for a period of five years, i.e., from 2020-21 to 2024-25.  

 PMMSY aims to achieve fish production to 22 million metric tonnes (MMT) by 2024-25 and also to create an 

additional employment opportunity to about 55 lakh people.  

 The new scheme provides thrust for infusing new and emerging technologies in fisheries and aquaculture to 

enhance production and productivity, welfare of fishers and fish farmers, creating a conducive environment for 

private sector participation, development of entrepreneurship, promotion of ease of doing business, innovations 

and innovative project activities including start-ups, incubators etc.  

 In addition, the Fisheries and Aquaculture Infrastructure Development Fund (FIDF) which was started in 2018-19 

Rs.7,522.48 crores will also cater to creation of fisheries infrastructure facilities both in marine and inland 

fisheries sectors to augment the fish production in the country.  

 Besides, the Government has also extended to facilities of Kissan Credit Cards (KCC) to fishers and fish farmers to 

help them in meeting their working capital needs. 

 

Important Facts 
 In fiseries Sector, Odisha has topped the list for 2019-20 among the marine states while, Uttar Pradesh has topped 

among the Inland states and Assam among the Hilly and NE states. 
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IRNSS is now part of World Wide Radio Navigation System 
 

Why in News 
 The Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) has been accepted as a component of the World Wide 

Radio Navigation System (WWRNS) for operation in the Indian Ocean Region by the International Maritime 

Organization (IMO).  

 This will enable merchant vessels to use IRNSS for obtaining position information similar to GPS and GLONASS 

to assist in the navigation of ships in ocean waters within the area covered by 50°N latitude, 55°E longitude, 5°S 

latitude and 110°E longitude (approximately up to 1500 km from Indian boundary). 

 

Background 
 Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) of IMO during its recent meeting (102nd session) held from 4 to 11 November 

2020 has approved the recognition of the IRNSS as a component of the World-Wide Radio Navigation System. 

 This is a significant achievement of Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways (MoPSW), Directorate General of 

Shipping (DGS) and Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). 

 

About IRNSS 
 IRNSS is an independent regional navigation satellite system developed by India. It is designed to provide 

accurate position information service to assist in the navigation of ships in Indian Ocean waters. 

 

Significance 
 IMO is the UN‟s specialised agency to responsible for safety and security of shipping and prevention of marine and 

atmospheric pollution by ships. With this recent recognition, IRNSS is similarly placed as GPS and GLONASS. 

 After US, China and Russia, India has become the 4th country to have it‟s independent navigational system.  
 Unlike GPS, however, IRNSS is a regional navigational system, rather than a global one. 

 

Implications 
 All Merchant vessels including small fishing vessels are authorised to use the system. Vessles having transponders 

installed in them, will be tracked by satellite navigation showing accurate position in the Indian Ocean Region. 

 

Conclusion 
 Overdependence on a single system e.g. GPS, may not be an ideal way in long run. Therefore, it was essential to 

develop indigenous Navigation system. The recognition of IRNSS is just the right step at this moment. 

 

Indigenous Emergency Retrieval System (ERS) for Power Lines 
 

Why in News 
 Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) constituent laboratory Structural Engineering Research 

Centre (SERC) based in Chennai has developed an indigenous technology, Emergency Retrieval System (ERS), for 

quick retrieval of power transmission in the event of failure of transmission line towers. 

 CSIR-SERC has signed an agreement for licensing of the ERS technology with M/s Advait Infratech, Ahmedabad. 

 

Significance 
 At present, the ERS systems are imported. There are very few manufacturers across the world and the cost is 

relatively high. 

 This technological development will enable the manufacturing in India for the first time, which will be an import 

substitute and will cost about 40% of imported systems.  

 ERS has huge market requirement in India as well as in SAARC and African countries. 

 

About ERS 
 ERS is a lightweight modular system that is used as temporary support structure to restore power immediately 

after the collapse of transmission line towers during natural calamities such as cyclone/earthquake, or manmade 

disruptions.  
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 ERS can be assembled quickly at the disaster site for restoration of power in 2-3 days, whereas the permanent 

restoration may take several weeks. 

 This development is very significant as failure of transmission lines severely impact lives of common people and 

causes huge monetary loss to the power companies.  

 As the total losses/damages are directly proportional to the outage duration, time is a crucial factor in reinstating 

or remediating the damaged/fallen structures. 

 It provides complete solution from member connections up to the foundation for different type of soil conditions.  

 The system is verified through rigorous structural tests. Basic knowledge and tools are enough to assemble and 

install ERS at the disaster site. 

 

INDIA’S FOREIGN POLICY 
 

20th Summit of SCO Council of Heads of State 
 

Why in News 
 Recently, 20th Summit of SCO Council of Heads of State was held in Video Conference Format. The Meeting was 

chaired by the President of the Russian Federation Mr. Vladimir Putin. Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi led 

the Indian delegation. Other SCO Member States were represented by their Presidents, while India and Pakistan 

were represented at the level of Prime Minister. 

 The Presidents of the four Observers (Afghanistan, Belarus, Iran, Mongolia) were also present. 

 This was the first SCO Summit held in Virtual Format and third meeting that India participated after becoming a 

full member in 2017. 

 

About SCO 
 The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), or Shanghai Pact, is a Eurasian 

political, economic, and security alliance, the creation of which was 

announced on 15 June 2001 in Shanghai, China by the leaders of China, 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. 

 Since then, the organisation has expanded its membership to eight 

countries when India and Pakistan joined SCO as full members on 9 

June 2017 at a summit in Astana, Kazakhstan. 

 India and Pakistan joined SCO as full members on 9 June 2017 at a 

summit in Astana, Kazakhstan. 

 The Heads of State Council (HSC) is the supreme decision-making 

body in the SCO, it meets once a year and adopts decisions and 

guidelines on all important matters of the organisation. Military 

exercises are also regularly conducted among members to promote 

cooperation and coordination against terrorism and other external threats, 

and to maintain regional peace and stability. 

 The SCO is the largest regional organisation in the world in terms of geographical coverage and population 

 

India and SCO 
 India has a strong cultural and historical 

connect with the SCO region and it is visible in 

India‟s firm commitment towards strengthening 
connectivity in the region with initiatives like 

International North-South Transport Corridor, 

Chabahar Port and Ashgabat Agreement. 

 SCO will be observing it‟s 20th anniversary in 

2021. The year will be observed as "SCO Year of 

Culture”. India will hold the first SCO exhibition 
on Shared Buddhist Heritage by National 

Museum of India, SCO Food Festival in India 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_SCO_summit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astana
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next year and initiative has been taken to translate Ten regional language literary works into Russian and Chinese . 

 India has also proposed to set up a Special Working Group on Innovation and Startups and a Sub Group on 

Traditional Medicine within SCO. 

 India will host the next regular Meeting of SCO Council of Heads of Government on November 30, 2020 in virtual 

format. Emomali Rahmon, President of the Republic of Tajikistan for assuming the chairmanship of SCO next 

year. 

 

Defence Exercises and Initiatives 
 

SIMBEX-20 
 Indian Navy (IN) has recently hosted the 27th edition of India - Singapore Bilateral Maritime Exercise SIMBEX-

20 from 23 to 25 November 2020 in Andaman Sea. 

 The SIMBEX series of exercises between IN and Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN), being conducted annually 

since 1994, are aimed at enhancing mutual inter-operability and imbibing best practices from each other.  

 The scope and complexity of these exercises has increased steadily over the past two decades to include advanced 

naval drills covering a wide spectrum of maritime operations. 

 The exercise, being conducted as a „non-contact, at sea only‟ exercise in view of COVID-19 pandemic, highlights 

the high degree of mutual trust and confidence, synergy and cooperation in the maritime domain between the two 

friendly navies and maritime neighbours. 

 

SITMEX-20 
 Indian Navy (IN) had recently participated in the 2nd edition of India, Singapore and Thailand Trilateral Maritime 

Exercise SITMEX-20, from 21 to 22 November 20 in Andaman Sea. 

 The first edition of SITMEX, hosted by Indian Navy, was conducted off Port Blair in September 2019. 

 

Malabar 2020 
 The 24th edition of MALABAR maritime exercise, hosted by Indian Navy (IN) in two phases, was recently 

concluded in the Arabian Sea. 

 Phase 1 of the exercise involving participation by Indian Navy (IN), United States Navy (USN), Japan Maritime 

Self Defense Force (JMSDF) and Royal Australian Navy (RAN), was conducted off Visakhapatnam in Bay of 

Bengal. 

 The Malabar series of exercises, which began as an annual bilateral naval exercise between India and the US in 

1992, has seen increasing scope and complexity over the years. 

 

Indo-Thai Coordinated Patrol (CORPAT) 
 The 30th edition of India-Thailand Coordinated Patrol (Indo-Thai CORPAT) between the Indian Navy and the 

Royal Thai Navy was recently concluded. 

 To reinforce maritime links, the two navies have been carrying out CORPAT along their International Maritime 

Boundary Line twice a year since 2005, with the aim of keeping this vital part of the Indian Ocean safe and secure 

for commercial shipping and international trade. 

 
India-Luxembourg Virtual Summit 
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RuPay card Phase-II in Bhutan 
A Virtual Ceremony for the joint launch of RuPay card Phase-II by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi and Prime 

Minister of Bhutan Lyonchhen Dr. Lotay Tshering was recently held. 

 The Prime Ministers of India and Bhutan had jointly launched Phase-I of the project during the State Visit of 

Prime Minister to Bhutan in August 2019. The implementation of Phase-I of RuPay cards in Bhutan has enabled 

visitors from India to access ATMs and Point of Sale (PoS) terminals across Bhutan.  

 Phase-II will now allow Bhutanese card holders to access RuPay network in India. 

 

SHORT LINERS 
 

1. Ministry of AYUSH and M/s Invest India will form a collaboration to set up a strategic policy unit called 

“Strategic Policy & Facilitation Bureau (SPFB)” to facilitate planned 
and systematic growth of the Ayush Sector. 

 It is the latest in a series of steps – like  

a. Setting up the comprehensive IT backbone called Ayush Grid for the 

entire Sector 

b. Streamlining of Ayush Education on modern lines, evolving global 

standards for Ayush systems for diagnostics and terminologies in the 

ICD framework 

c. Setting up a vertical for Ayush Drugs Control. 

Carving out an independent Ministry for the 7 Ayush systems in 2014 has put these Indian Medicine Systems on a 

trajectory of accelerated growth. 

 

2. Bandhu 

 IIT Bombay launches a self- help website Bandhu – for students of IIT Bombay to enhance emotional wellbeing of 

its students. 

 It addresses challenges ranging from adjustment to college life, academic stress, and mental health. Bandhu has 

curated reads, motivational alumni journeys, expert podcasts and tools for self-exploration.  

 Project Bandhu was initiated by alumni of the Class of 1992, as a part of their silver jubilee reunion in 2017. 

 

3. Mansar Lake Development Plan 

 Jammu and Kashmir lieutenant governor Manoj Sinha 

and Union minister of state (Independent Charge) for 

development of north eastern region (DoNER) Dr 

Jitendra Singh on Sunday inaugurated Mansar 

Rejuvenation and Development plan through virtual 

mode. 

 Mansar Lake is a Ramsar site situated in Jammu and 

Kashmir. 

 The location of this lake is in the middle of a dense 

forest. 

 There are two old shrines located at the site of Mansar 

Lake – Umapati Mahadev and Narasimha Temple as well a temple of Durga Devi. 

 On the Eastern Bank of the Lake there is a shrine to Sheshnag (a snake with six heads). 
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4. Competition Commission of India (CCI) approves acquisition of General Insurance Business of 

Bharti AXA General Insurance Company Limited (Bharti AXA) by ICICI Lombard General 

Insurance Company Limited (ICICI Lombard) under Section 31(1) of the Competition Act, 2002. 

 ICICI Lombard is a general insurance company registered with the Insurance Regulatory and Development 

Authority of India (IRDAI) and is engaged in providing a comprehensive and well-diversified range of general 

insurance products, including motor, health, fire, personal accident, marine, engineering and liability 

insurance, through multiple distribution channels. 

 

 Pursuant to the proposed combination, the entire general insurance business of Bharti AXA would be 

transferred by way of a demerger to ICICI Lombard in consideration of issuance of shares by ICICI Lombard to 

Bharti AXA. 

 

5. Mission Sagar – II 

 The Government of India is providing assistance to Friendly Foreign Countries to overcome natural calamities 

and COVID-19 pandemic, and towards the same INS Airavat is carrying a consignment of 100 Tonnes of food 

aid for the people of Sudan. 

 During first „Mission Sagar‟ undertaken in May-June 2020, India reached out to Maldives, Mauritius, 

Seychelles, Madagascar and Comoros, and provided food aid and medicines. 

 As part of Mission Sagar-II, Indian Naval Ship Airavat will deliver food aid to Sudan, South Sudan, Djibouti and 

Eritrea.  

 Mission Sagar-II, is in line with the Prime Minister‟s vision of Security and Growth for All in the Region 
„SAGAR‟ and highlights the importance accorded by India to relations with her maritime neighbours and 
further strengthens the existing bond. 

 

6. 13th edition of „Aero India 2021‟ will be held at Air Force Station, Yelahanka, Bengaluru, (Karnataka) from 03 to 

07 February 2021. 

 

7. India Mobile Congress 2020 

 IMC 2020 is scheduled for 8th -10th December, and will be held 

virtually this year given the ongoing pandemic. It is  jointly organized 

by the Department of Telecommunications (DoT) and Cellular 

Operators Association of India (COAT) 

 It will see 50+ participating countries, 110 + Global Speakers , Start-ups 

over the three day programme. 

 This year IMC's theme is going to be - "Inclusive Innovation - Smart I 

Secure I Sustainable".  

 Considered the largest Digital Technology Forum in Asia, IMC has 

established itself as a leading platform for bringing together the industry, Government, academia, and other 

ecosystem players to discuss, deliberate and display the latest industry technology trends around major themes 

such as SG, Artificial Intelligence (Al), Internet of things (loT), Data Analytics, Cloud and Edge Computing, 

Open source tech, data privacy and cyber security, Smart Cities and automation. 

 

8. Cellular Operators Association of India (COAI) 

 COAI was constituted in 1995 as a registered, non-governmental society. COAI's vision is to establish India as 

the global leader of mobile communications infrastructure, products and services and achieving a national tele 

density of 100 per cent, including broadband. 

 The association is also dedicated to the advancement of modern communication and towards delivering the 

benefits of innovative and affordable mobile communication services to the people of India. 

 

9. A-Sat Missile : A model of Anti Satellite (A-SAT) Missile installed inside the DRDO Bhawan 

premises was recently unveiled by Raksha Mantri Shri Rajnath Singh. 

 „Mission Shakti‟ was country‟s first ever Anti-Satellite (ASAT) Missile Test successfully conducted on 27th 

March 2019 from Dr AP J Abdul Kalam Island in Odisha, where a fast-moving Indian orbiting target satellite in 

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) was neutralised with pinpoint accuracy. 

 This made India the fourth nation in the world with the capability to defend its assets in outer space.] 
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 Dr G Satheesh Reddy is the present the present Chairman of DRDO. 

 

10.  Fire Detection and Suppression System (FDSS) 

 Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has developed for passenger buses a technology 

called ''Fire Detection and Suppression System (FDSS)''. It is a technology which can detect fire in buses in less 

than 30 seconds and extinguish it in 60 seconds. 

 "DRDO''s Centre for Fire Explosive and Environment Safety (CFEES), Delhi has developed the technology. 

 The FDSS for passenger compartment comprises a water tank of 80 litre capacity, a 6.8 kg nitrogen cylinder 

pressurised to 200 bar installed at appropriate location in the bus and a network of tubing with 16 number of 

atomizers inside the passenger compartment. 

 The FDSS for engine comprises of aerosol generator with which the fire suppression could be achieved within 5 

seconds of the system activation. 

 Although, the fire threat is present in all the vehicles, the highest concern emanates from special vehicles 

particularly the school buses and the sleeper coaches for long distance travel. 

 

11. Cyber Law, Crime Investigation & Digital Forensics 

 National e-Governance Division (NeGD) in partnership with National Law Institute University, Bhopal, 

launched an Online PG Diploma programme on „Cyber Law, Crime Investigation & Digital Forensics‟. 
 The goal of this Programme is to enable Police Officers, State Cyber Cells, Law Enforcement Agencies, 

Prosecutors and Judicial Officers to acquire the requisite skills to deal with Cyber Forensics cases efficiently & 

effectively as per the Indian Cyber Law while adopting global best practices, standards and guidelines. 

 

12. 1st BRICS Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors Meeting 

 Union Minister for Finance & Corporate Affairs Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman has recently participated in the 1st 

BRICS Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors (FMCBG) meeting under the BRICS Russian 

Chairmanship. 

 The agenda of the meeting included discussions on the outcomes of G20 Saudi Presidency in 2020, a digital 

platform to encourage infrastructure investments and expansion of the membership of the New Development 

Bank. 

 Additionally, the G20 Debt Service Suspension Initiative ensured immediate support to address the liquidity 

needs of low-income countries. 

 BRICS Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors also discussed expansion of the membership of the New 

Development Bank (NDB). 

 

13. Saffron production has long been restricted to a limited geographical area in the Union territory of Jammu & 

Kashmir. Pampore region, in India, commonly known as Saffron bowl of Kashmir, is the main contributor to 

saffron production, followed by Budgam, Srinagar, and Kishtiwar districts. Saffron has traditionally been 

associated with the famous Kashmiri cuisine. It‟s its medicinal values were considered as part of the rich 

cultural heritage of Kashmir. 

 

14. Key Starting Materials (KSMs): Key Starting Material (KSM) term is used for intermediates in 

pharmaceutical industry. These are building blocks of drug industry. India imports KSM for many medicines 

from China. 

 

15. Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient : API (Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient) means the active ingredient 

which is contained in medicine. For example, an active ingredient to relieve pain is included in a painkiller. 

This is called API. A small amount of the active ingredient has an effect, so only a tiny part of the active 

ingredient is contained in medicine. 

 

16. Amalgamation of Lakshmi Vilas Bank Limited: Union Cabinet has given its approval to the Scheme of 

Amalgamation of Lakshmi Vilas Bank Limited (LVB) with DBS Bank India Limited (DBIL)to protect 

depositors' interest and in the interest of financial and banking stability, on RBI's application under section 45 

of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, LVB had been under moratorium for a period of 30 days.  

 In parallel, RBI, in consultation with Government, superseded the Board of Directors of LVB and appointed an 

Administrator to protect the depositors' interest. 
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 DBIL is a banking company licensed by RBI and operating in India through wholly owned subsidiary model, 

DBIL has a strong balance-sheet, with strong capital support and it has the advantage of a strong parentage of 

DBS, a leading financial services group in Asia, with presence in 18 markets and headquartered and listed in 

Singapore.  

 

17. Union Cabinet was apprised of a Memorandum ofUnderstanding (MoU) on Cooperation in the field of Physical 

Culture and Sport signed among BRICS Countries.The engagement between the premier Institutes of both the 

countries would help to generate greater employment opportunities for Indian Chartered Accountants and also 

greater remittances back to India. 

 

18. Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister has approved the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding 

(MoU) between the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) and the Vereniging van Register 

Controllers(VRC), the Netherlands. 

 The MoU would help instrengthening and development of the Accounting, Financial and Audit Knowledge Base 

between the Netherlands and India. 

 

19. As per TRAI Recommendation on “Ensuring Adequate Numbering Resources for Fixed Line and Mobile 
Services” Department of Telecommunications has taken the decision that All Fixed to Mobile calls will be dialed 
with prefix „0‟ from 15th January, 2021. 

 

20. Employees' Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) has been conferred with Platinum Partner Award for 

registering more than 25 lakh transactions on UMANG App. 

 Using UMANG App, EPFO members can access 19 different services of EPFO on their mobile phone. A member 

can view passbook, activate UAN, raise claim, track claim status, apply for scheme certificate, seed aadhaar 

with UAN,  update JeevanPramaan, register grievance,  search establishment, get EPFO office address etc. For 

availing these services an aadhaar seeded active UAN (Universal Account Number) and a mobile number 

registered with the EPFO is required. 

 By facilitating simple and effortless access to its services from a single mobile app, EPFO has been able to bring 

a major shift from e-governance to m-governance giving power and convenience in the palms of its members 

throughout the country. 

 

21. Committed to fulfil its mandate of Free legal aid and Access to Justice as enunciated under Article 39A of the 

Constitution of India, Secretary (Department of Justice) would be launching the iOS version of the Nyaya 

Bandhu Application and its onboarding on UMANG platform (MeiTY), on Samvidhan Divas 26th Nov, 2020. 

 Nyaya Bandhu mobile application was launched by Union Minister for Law and Justice and IT Shri Ravi 

Shankar Prasad in February, 2019 to ensure empowerment of common man by popularizing technology to a 

level that it becomes a instrument of change. 

 

22. RE-Invest 2020: It will feature a 3-day conference on renewables and future energy choices, and an 

exhibition of manufacturers, developers, investors and innovators. It aims to accelerate the worldwide effort to 

scale up development and deployment of renewable energy and connect the global investment community with 

Indian energy stakeholders.  

 It aims to build upon the success of the first two editions held in 2015 and 2018 and provide an international 

forum for investment promotion in renewable energy. 

 The theme for RE-Invest 2020 is „Innovations for Sustainable Energy Transition‟. 
 

23. Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, Government of India today issued an order under section 

69A of the Information Technology Act blocking access to 43 mobile apps. This action was taken based on the 

inputs regarding these apps for engaging in activities which are prejudicial to sovereignty and integrity of India, 

defence of India, security of state and public order. 

 Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology has issued the order for blocking the access of these apps 

by users in India based on the comprehensive reports received from Indian Cyber Crime Coordination Center, 

Ministry of Home Affairs. 

 Section 69A of the Information Technology Act gives power to issue directions for blocking for public access of 

any information through any computer resource. 
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24. Aviation Safety Awareness Week 2020 : Airports Authority of India (AAI) commenced Aviation Safety 

Awareness Week 2020 (23rd November to 27th November 2020). 

 To raise awareness on Aviation Safety, AAI will undertake various employee engagement programs at the 

airports and ANS stations like reviewing of documents and facilities, Mock exercises, preventive maintenance 

etc. 

 Shri Maneesh Kumar DDG, DGCA has emphasized to achieve long term objective of Zero fatality by the year 

2030 as envisaged by ICAO in its Global Aviation Safety Plan (GASP-2020-22) through better managed safety 

systems of stakeholders. 

 

25. AIM–Sirius Innovation Programme 3.0 : Atal Innovation Mission (AIM) and Sirius, Russia, has recently 

oreganised „AIM–Sirius Innovation Programme 3.0‟– a 14-day virtual programme for Indian and Russian 

school-children. 

 The first Indo-Russian bilateral youth innovation initiative, the AIM–Sirius programme seeks to develop 

technological solutions (both web- and mobile-based) for the two countries. 

 Ramanan Ramanathan is the Mission Director of the Atal Innovation Mission (AIM). 

 

26. 15th G20 Summit was recently convened by Saudi Arabia. The Summit saw participation of respective Heads of 

State/ Government of 19 member countries, EU, other invited countries and international organizations. 

 It was conducted in virtual format in view of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 The Summit was centered on the theme "Realizing Opportunities of 21st Century for All”. 
 

27. Competition Commission of India (CCI) approves acquisition by Reliance Retail Ventures Limited 

(“RRVL”), Reliance Retail and Fashion Lifestyle Limited (“RRVL WOS”) of the retail and wholesale 
undertaking and the logistics and warehousing undertaking of the Future Group under Section 31(1) of the 

Competition Act, 2002. 

 Competition Commission of India (CCI) also approves acquisition of General Insurance Business of Bharti AXA 

General Insurance Company Limited (Bharti AXA) by ICICI Lombard General Insurance Company Limited 

(ICICI Lombard) under Section 31(1) of the Competition Act, 2002. 

 

28. Unnat Bharat Abhiyan Scheme (UBA) : Unnat Bharat Abhiyan is inspired by the vision of 

transformational change in rural development processes by leveraging knowledge institutions to help build the 

architecture of an Inclusive India. 

 The Mission of Unnat Bharat Abhiyan is to enable higher educational institutions to work with the people of 

rural India in identifying development challenges and evolving appropriate solutions for accelerating 

sustainable growth. 

 

29. ANANDA: LIC of India has launched a digital application – ANANDA to enable an agent to complete a policy 

even without physically meeting the customer. 

 

30. LAND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS) : As part of efforts to improve overall management of defence 

land, for the first time a Land Management System (LMS) has been developed by Department of Defence in 

conjunction with DGDE and Armed forces. 

 The Intra-net portal shall digitize all requests of defence land management received by the Department in 

future. 

 It is also in process of progressively capturing archival data into the system. 

 All data for cases since 2016 have already been captured and are available in the portal. 

 The technical support for this GIS-based system has been provided by BISAG, India‟s premier organization in 
GIS based informatics.  

 The software, apart from capturing the textual details of all proposals relating to defence management, 

integrates these textual details with Raksha Bhoomi software as well as other relevant GIS-layers which include 

satellite imagery of the area, other amenities etc. 
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31. The Government of India, the Government of Meghalaya and the World Bank has recently 

signed a $120 million project to improve and modernise the transport sector of state of 

Meghalaya.  

 This will help Meghalaya to harness its vast growth potential for high-value agriculture and tourism.  

 The project will improve about 300 km of strategic road segments and stand-alone bridges by using innovative, 

climate resilient, and nature-based solutions. It will also support innovative solutions such as precast bridges to 

reduce both time and cost of construction. 

 The $120 million loan from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) has a maturity 

of 14 years including a grace period of 6 years. 

 This operation will also support state government's “Restart Meghalaya Mission” to revive and boost 
development activities affected due to COVID-19 pandemic. It will help restore transport services and generate 

direct employment of about 8 million person days. 

 

32. The Government of India, the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, National Capital Region 

Transport Corporation Limited and the New Development Bank(NDB)has recently  signed a loan 

agreement for lending USD 500 million for the „Delhi-Ghaziabad-Meerut Regional Rapid Transit System 

Project‟ to provide fast, reliable, safe and comfortable public transport system in the National Capital Region 

(NCR). 

 Fast transit system will support in achieving the goal of sustainable urban development in NCR region 

including National Capital Territory of Delhi. It will activate processes which will enable sustainable economic 

and social development with environmental protection, for future generations. 

 

33. Smart injectable Hydrogel: Scientists at the Institute of Nano Science and Technology (INST), Mohali, an 

autonomous Institute under the Department of Science and Technology (DST), Govt. of India, have recently 

developed an injectable hydrogel from κappa-carrageenan, a water-soluble polysaccharide found in edible red 

seaweeds and a pigmented protein called C-phycocyanin found in spirulina which can help accelerated wound 

repair in internal injuries and rapid healing in diabetic patients. 

 The research published in the journal „Acta Biomaterialia‟ established the superior haemostatic (blood flow 

retarding ) capabilities of the combination in traumatic injury conditions. 

 

34. Pradhan Mantri Formalisation of Micro food processing Enterprises scheme (PM-FME Scheme) 

 It was launched under the Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan 

 It is a centrally sponsored scheme aims to enhance the competitiveness of existing individual micro-enterprises 

in the unorganized segment of the food processing industry and promote formalization of the sector and 

provide support to Farmer Producer Organizations, Self Help Groups, and Producers Cooperatives along their 

entire value chain.  

 With an outlay of Rs. 10,000 crore over a period of five years from 2020-21 to 2024-25, the scheme envisions to 

directly assist the 2,00,000 micro food processing units for providing financial, technical, and business support 

for upgradation of existing micro food processing enterprises. 

 

35. Param Siddhi, thehigh performance computing-artificial intelligence (HPC-AI) supercomputer established 

under National Supercomputing Mission (NSM) at C-DAC has achieved global ranking of 63 in TOP 500 most 

powerful non-distributed computer systems in the world released on 16th November 2020. 

 

36. The chirp of the cricket may soon be used to monitor their species diversity. Scientists are establishing an 

acoustic signal library that can help track the diversity of these insects. 

 Morphology-based traditional taxonomy has gone a long way to recognise and establish species diversity. But it 

is often not sufficient in delimiting cryptic species-- a group of two or more morphologically indistinguishable 

species (hidden under one species) or individuals of the same species expressing diverse morphological features 

(which are often classified into multiple species).  

 Therefore, identification solely based on morphological features leads to underestimation or overestimation of 

species diversity. 

 In order to overcome this challenge, Dr. Ranjana Jaiswara, a Department of Science and Technology (DST) 

Inspire Faculty Fellow at the Department of Zoology, Panjab University, is working to establish a field crickets 

acoustic-signal library which can be used as a non-invasive tool in species diversity estimation and monitoring. 
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The library will be a digital ones and can be used through mobile phone application for automated species 

recognition and discovery as well as documentation of new species of crickets from India. 

 

37. Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL), a joint venture of PSUs under the Ministry of Power 

and Department of New & Renewable Energy (DNRE), Goa, have signed a memorandum of 

understanding today to discuss rolling out of India’s first Convergence Project in the State. 
 Under the MoU, EESL and DNRE will carry-out the feasibility studies and subsequent implementation of 

decentralized solar energy projects. 

 EESL shall implement the solar energy projects, establishment of 100 MW of decentralized ground mounted 

Solar Power projects on government lands to be used for agricultural pumping, replace approximately 6,300 

agricultural pumps with BEE star rated energy efficient pumps and distribute approximately 16 Lakh LED 

bulbs for rural domestic households. 

 

38. Department of Investment and Public Asset Management (DIPAM) has signed an agreement 

with World Bank today (16 Nov 2020). Under the agreement, World Bank is to provide advisory 

services to DIPAM for asset monetization. 

 DIPAM is mandated with facilitating monetization of non-core assets of government CPSEs under strategic 

disinvestment or closure and enemy property of value of INR 100 crores and above.   

 DIPAM has a framework for monetizing non-core assets. 

 

39. NTPC Ltd, India’s largest power producer and a PSU under Ministry of Power, has successfully 
developed Geo-polymer coarse aggregate from fly ash.  

 India‟s demand for these aggregate touches close to 2000 million metric tons mark every year. The aggregate 

developed by NTPC from fly ash will help in meeting the demand to a great extent and also will reduce the 

impact on environment caused by Natural aggregates which require quarrying of natural stone.  

 The Geo-polymer aggregates will help in reducing carbon emission and has great potential for reduction of 

water consumption. 

 

40. The fifth Scorpene submarine of Project-75 named ‘Vagir’ has been launched  at Mazagon Dock 
Shipbuilders Limited (MDL) in Mumbai. 

 Vagir, ex-Russia, named after the Sand Fish, a deadly deep sea predator of the Indian Ocean, was 

commissioned into the Indian Navy on December 3, 1973, and was decommissioned on June 7, 2001, after 

almost three decades of yeoman service to the nation. 

 Scorpene submarines can undertake multifarious types of missions i.e Anti-Surface warfare, Anti-Submarine 

warfare, Intelligence gathering, Mine Laying, Area Surveillance etc. 

 

41. Indian scientists from Centre for Nano and Soft Matter Sciences (CeNS), Bangalore, have 

developed an eco-friendly smart screen from groundnut shells that could help not only in 

preserving privacy but also in energy conservation by controlling light and heat passing through 

it and reducing air conditioning load. 

 

42. Swarna Jayanti Fellows : A total of 21 scientists associated with innovative research ideas in the areas of life 

sciences, chemical sciences, mathematics, earth and atmospheric, physical sciences, and engineering and the 

potential of making an impact on R&D have been selected for the Swarna Jayanti fellowship.  

 Scientists selected for the award will be allowed to pursue unfettered research with freedom and flexibility in 

terms of expenditure as approved in the research plan. 

 The Swarna Jayanti Fellowships scheme was instituted by Govt. of India to commemorate India's fiftieth year 

of Independence, provides special assistance and support to a selected number of young scientists with a 

proven track record to enable them to pursue basic research in frontier areas of science and technology. 

 Under the scheme, the awardees are given support by the Department of Science & Technology, GOI, which will 

cover all the requirements for performing the research and will include a fellowship of Rs. 25,000/- per month 

for five years. In addition to this, DST supports the awardees by giving them a research grant of 5 lakh Rupees 

for 5 years. The fellowship is provided in addition to the salary they draw from their parent Institution. 
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43. Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi inaugurated the Ro-Pax terminal at Hazira and flagged off 

the Ro-Pax ferry service between Hazira and Ghogha in Gujarat through video conferencing. 

 

44. ESI Scheme in India: The Employees' State Insurance Corporation is a pioneer Social Security organization 

providing comprehensive social security benefits like reasonable Medical Care and a range of Cash Benefits in 

times of need such as employment injury, sickness, death etc.  

 It is covering about 3.49 Crores of family units of workers and providing matchless cash benefits and 

reasonable medical care to its 13.56 crore beneficiaries. 

 

45. Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has successfully conducted the PSLV-C49/EOS-01 

Mission.EOS-01 is an earth observation satellite intended for applications in agriculture, forestry and disaster 

management support. 

 More than 15 minutes after liftoff, the launch vehicle successfully injected its primary payload, EOS-01, into a 

low earth orbit. It was followed by nine customer satellites. 

 Nine satellites, including four each from the US and Luxembourg and one from Lithuania, have also been 

launched in the Mission. 

 

46. IFFCO Bazar the e-commerce arm of IFFCO has announced its integration with the SBI YONO Krishi, which is 

the dedicated portal catering to the farmer‟s needs. This will insure that a wide variety of agriculture products 
are made accessible to lakhs of Indian Farmers. Hassle free payment portal of SBI YONO and quality products 

of IFFCO is a combination which aims to drive the digital sales in this segment. 

 The collaboration will help IFFCO BAZAR to reach out to over 3 crore registered customers of YONO, a large 

part of which happens to be farmers. 

 

47. HIL (India) Limited, a PSU under the Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers,   has signed a memorandum of 

understanding (MoU) with the Department of Chemicals & Petrochemicals recently to achieve the revenue 

target of Rs 451 crore in the current financial year ( 2020-21). 

 

48. Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency Ltd. (IREDA) signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 

with the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), Government of India setting key targets for the year 

2020-21. 

 IREDA as on 2nd November 2020, has financed more than 2700 renewable energy projects in India with 

cumulative loan disbursements to the tune of Rs. 57,000 crore, and has supported green power capacity 

addition of 17,259 MW in the country. 

 

ORGANISATIONS 
 

Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development 
Authority (APEDA) 
 It is an apex body under the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, 

Government of India, responsible for the export promotion of agricultural 

products. 

 The Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development 

Authority (APEDA) was established by the Government of India under 

the Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development 

Authority Act passed by the Parliament in December, 1985. 

 APEDA replaced the Processed Food Export Promotion Council (PFEPC) with additional 

responsibilities.  

 
Some of the functions of APEDA are as following 
 Promotion of exports of agricultural and processed food products. Promotion of export oriented production 

and development of the Scheduled products. 
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 To make Improvement in numerous areas such as packaging, marketing for the Scheduled products outside 

India. 

 Setting standards and specifications for the scheduled products for the purpose of exports. 

 Financial assistance, reliefs and subsidy to the relating industries. 

 To provide training in the related areas.  

 

Competition Commission of India (CCI) 
 Competition Commission of India is a statutory body of the Government of India responsible for enforcing The 

Competition Act, 2002 and promoting competition throughout India and to prevent activities that have an 

appreciable adverse effect on competition in India. 

 It was established on 14 October 2003. It became fully functional in May 2009 with Dhanendra Kumar as its 

first Chairman. 

 The Commission comprises a Chairperson and not less than 2 and not more than 6 other members appointed 

by the Central Government. Ashok Kumar Gupta is the current Chairperson of the CCI. 

 

Bloomberg New Economy Forum 
 Bloomberg New Economy Forum was established in 2018 by Mr. Michael Bloomberg.  

 It seeks to build a community of leaders to engage in real conversations leading to actionable solutions about 

the critical challenges facing a world economy in the throes of a historic transition.  

 The inaugural Forum was held in Singapore, and the second annual Forum was hosted in Beijing.  

o These covered a range of topics, including global economic management, trade and investment, technology, 

urbanization, capital markets, climate change, and inclusion. 

 

Energy Efficiency Services Limited (EESL)  
 It is a joint venture of NTPC Limited, Power Finance Corporation, Rural Electrification Corporation and 

POWERGRID. It was set up under Ministry of Power to facilitate implementation of energy efficiency projects.  

 EESL is a Super Energy Service Company (ESCO) that seeks to unlock energy efficiency market in India, 

estimated to at Rs. 74,000 crore that can potentially result in energy savings of up to 20 per cent of current 

consumption, by way of innovative business and implementation models.  

 It also acts as the resource centre for capacity building of State DISCOMs, ERCs, SDAs, upcoming ESCOs, 

financial institutions, etc. 
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Preparing India for an Uncertain Post-COVID World 
 

Introduction 
 The world economy is going through a major crisis in 2020 due to the Covid-19, the biggest shock to the world 

economy since the Great Depression of the 1930s and World War II. The immediate response is proved to be 

very challenging for all the policy-makers.  

 Based on a "barbell strategy", India's economic and health response has been somewhat different than that of 

other countries in terms of sequencing and emphasis of various measures. The long-term response, however, is 

aimed at making the Indian economy more resilient and flexible in order to deal with the opportunities and 

problems of the post-COVID world. 

 

The Barbell Strategy 
 To combat a marathon problem like COVID-19, Central Government opted for what is known in financial 

markets as "barbell” strategy- i.e. hedge for the worst-possible outcome and progressing step-by-step with a 

Bayesian updating of information.   

 

Immediate response 
 The initial total lockdown, therefore, should be seen as a hedge against the worst possible outcomes. It was 

bolstered by advice from some experts who argued that a strong initial lockdown could stall the epidemic at an 

early stage (this was not an unreasonable idea given the available information). 

 It should be noted that his initial lockdown also gave the space to arrange a large-scale medical response in 

terms of equipment, quarantine and testing capacity. 

 The central government then unlocked the economy step-by-step as information as well as medical capacity 

both improved. Lockdowns and other responses were increasingly left to local governments. 

 

Responses on the Economic Front 
 Indian economic response during the lockdown phase was oriented more towards providing a cushion to the 

most vulnerable segments of society and of the  business sector (such  as medium and small enterprises).This 

explains the emphasis on food  availability, cash  transfers to  Jan Dhan  accounts, government guarantees on 

loans to small enterprises, moratoria and postponement  of  financial  deadlines. 

 The emphasis was on providing a safety net (i.e. hedging against worst-case outcomes) and was not an attempt 

to reflate demand. 

 

Adapting to the new situation 
 This new world will have its own geo-politics, supply chains, technological innovations, institutional structures, 

consumer preferences and so on. All of these factors will interact in multiple, unpredictable ways. So, rather 

than invest in a rigidly master-planned response, it is better to invest in two things: flexibility and resilience. 

This is the context in which recent supply-side reforms need to be seen. 

 The agriculture sector reforms free-up farmers to sell their produce as they wish  while those involved in the 

supply chain can invest in storage without fear of being labeled "hoarders". India has the world's second largest 

stock of cultivable land and there is no reason it shouldn't bean export power house in agriculture. 

 Similarly, dozens of central  labour laws  have been reduced  to  four  internally  consistent  codes. On one hand, 

they strengthen laws related to safety and working conditions, on the other hand they allow employers greater 

flexibility. 

 This is important for an unpredictable, evolving post-Covid world where the economy needs to be able to 

efficiently redeploy the workforce according to changing conditions. 

 Other recently announced reforms related to bilateral netting, and trade finance factoring are also directly 

aimed at improving the flexibility of the financial system. 

 

Self-Reliance 
 The main idea of self-reliance is that India should become more resilient by leveraging its internal strengths.  It 

should also be unapologetic about pursuing its national interests.  

 For example, the Indian government decided to opt out of Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership 

(better known by the acronym RCEP) as it felt that the trade arrangement did not serve national interest. 
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 Similarly, India's globally competitive pharmaceuticals industry was found to be too dependent on critical 

imported inputs with supply lines that can be easily disrupted (as happened during the recent pandemic). 

Hence, an effort is being made to bring some of the input production back to India. 

 A big effort is being made on digitization of records, the use of online applications and the rationalization of 

defunct government bodies.   

 A similar effort, in partnership with the judiciary, needs to be made for upgrading a legal process with 36 

million pending cases. 

 

Way Forward 
 India's economic and health response has been somewhat different than that of other countries in terms of 

sequencing and emphasis of various measures. As the economy gets fully unlocked, the emphasis will shift 

towards stimulating demand using infrastructure investment. The long-term response, however, is aimed at 

making the Indian economy more resilient and flexible in order to deal with the opportunities and problems of 

the post-COVID world. 

 Recent reforms in agriculture, labour markets and the financial system should be seen in this light. This is also 

the context for Aatmanirbhar Bharat. Of course, many other areas also need change but arguably the 

administrative and legal systems should now be the focus of next generation of reforms 

 

India's Monetary Policy 
 

What is Monetary Policy? 
 Monetary policy is all about balancing the desirable and the feasible. Ensuring macroeconomic stability as 

reflected in low and stable prices is its biggest contribution to strong, sustainable and inclusive growth 

 in India. Its main objective is to ensure that an economy grows steadily along a path in which all available 

resources such as labour and capital are gainfully employed, or in other words, along its potential. 

 The cost and availability of money are the instruments of monetary policy whereas the instruments of fiscal 

policy are taxes and expenditure. 

 

Role of Monetary Policy 
 When the economy grows at a faster pace, demand races ahead of supply, prices rise much more than people 

can tolerate, financial markets go through large fluctuations. In these conditions, the  task  of  monetary  policy 

is  to cool  down  the  economy  so that  it returns to its potential.   

 On the other hand, when an economy is falling below potential, problems like unemployment, unusually low 

and un-remunerative prices, depressed financial activity, and efficiency in resource use develop. In  such  a 

situation, monetary policy  has  to boost the  economy and revive  it so that  it  returns  to  its  potential. By 

dampening these fluctuations of the economy around its potential, monetary policy contributes to overall 

welfare of the people. 

 Monetary policy can achieve its goal by changing the availability of money - in times of overheating, it reduces 

the supply of money so that people spend less, while in times of depressed activity, it expands money supply so 

that people have more money to spend.  

 It can also achieve the same result by changing the cost of money, which is the interest rate. When people don‟t 
spend their money and keep it instead in a bank,· they earn interest.  When they spend more money than they 

have, they have to borrow it and pay interest. When  the interest rate rises,  people find that  spending  money  

becomes costlier as they  have  to pay more the same token,  when the  interest rate falls, people can get money 

easily  and can spend more. 

 

Recent Reforms and Developments 
 Since2016,  as enshrined in  the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Act amended in that year, India's monetary policy 

framework underwent  a change  and a  new  framework described  as  flexible inflation  targeting or FIT  was  

instituted.  Under this framework, the primary objective of monetary policy is to achieve an inflation rate of 4%, 

while keeping in mind the objective of growth. A range of 2 percent is kept keeping in mind the supply side 

shocks which influences Indian Economy to a great extent. 
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Notable Features 
 Inflation rate is defined as year-on-year  changes(in  per-cent)in the  consumer price  index (CPI)  that is 

compiled  and released  to the public  every  month  by  the  National Statistical Office (NSO) under the 

Ministry  of Statistics  and Programme Implementation  (MoSPI).   

o It is an all-India index and combines both rural and urban price changes. 

o It is less rigid, because of the 2% band as well as it is to be achieved in a given timeline and over a period. 

 The CPI measures prices paid by consumers at the retail level. Thus, it captures prices that the common person 

faces on a regular basis and by doing so; it relates the conduct of monetary policy to everyday life. The average 

consumer is aware of these prices since they impinge on their daily life through the cost of living. For  people 

working in the organised sector, their  salaries and wages  are  'indexed' to the  CPI so that  whenever  the  CPI  

increases by a specified  amount, they are given dearness  allowance. So the inflation targeting approach will 

ultimately benefit the common consumers. 

 Under the new framework, clear rules of accountability have been laid out.  If there  is  a  continuous deviation 

of  actual inflation  from  the  target's tolerance bands (inflation falls below  2% or rises above 6%) for three  

consecutive quarters,  the Reserve  Bank  of  India  (RBI)  has  to write  a  letter  to  the  Government  of India  

explaining the reasons  for the deviation, the  actions that  will  be taken  to  correct  the  deviations and the 

time it will take to return inflation to its  target. Thus, the responsibility of monetary policy towards the target 

takes the form of a pre-commitment and is consistent over time. 

 Hitherto, it was the Governor of the RBI who was the sole decision-maker in respect of monetary policy actions 

and stance. Under the new framework, the decision has tobe taken by a six-member committee called the  

monetary  policy  committee (MPC).   

o The  Governor  is  the  Chairperson, and  the  Deputy  Governor  and  an office  of the RBI  are appointed  as 

ex-officio  internal members  of the MPC. 

o Three other  members are external, selected by the GoI in  terms of criteria  relevant  to the conduct  of 

monetary policy  and  specified  in  the  RBI Act. 

o Each member has a single vote, with the Governor exercising a casting vote in the case of a tie. 

 

About the new Framework of Monetary Policy Committee 
 The  objective is  to  replace  individualistic decision-making by a collegial  process  that brings in  variety of  

experience, expertise and independence while  avoiding groupthink and  free-riding. 

 The MPC is required to meet at least once every quarter. 

 The MPC's decision is published immediately after its meeting, with its assessment of the prevailing 

macroeconomic and financial conditions and the outlook, its decision and voting pattern with regard to the 

monetary policy action and stance.   

 The  minutes  of  the  MPC's  meeting containing  the statements  of each individual member  setting out 

his/her  assessment,  vote and reasons  thereof  are published within  14 days of the MPC's  meeting . 

 

COVID-19 Situation 
 It may be noted that during the lockdown the situation was so dire that it was not possible to obtain price 

quotations and the NSO provided imputed estimates for business continuity purposes. However, the new 

framework started with promise through various parameters like :  

 There is also evidence that the volatility of inflation or its variability came down during the new framework's 

operation.   

 This period also came to be associated with sizable capital inflows from abroad, indicating robust investor 

optimism, and a strong external position of the country. 

 It was also a period during which the Indian economy coupled with the rest of the world in a synchronised 

slowdown of growth from which few were immune. 

 

Way Forward 
 The MPC has decided to maintain  an accommodative  stance  as long  as necessary-atleast  during the  current  

financial year and into  the next  financial year-to  revive  growth on a durable  basis and  mitigate  the  impact  

of Covid-19 on the economy, while  ensuring  that inflation  remains within the target going forward. 

 Monetary policy is all about balancing the desirable and the feasible. Ensuring macro-economic stability as 

reflected in low and stable prices is its biggest contribution to strong, sustainable and inclusive growth in India. 
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Revival of Economy 
 

Introduction 
 While the fiscal and monetary supports that are announced to overcome the pandemic situation are substantial, 

the impacts of these measures depend heavily on how they are implemented. Going by the present trends, one 

could be optimistic that these measures should help the economy to revive, although the extent of revival could 

also depend on how the pandemic situation is going to evolve in the coming months. 

 

Background 
 Reserve Bank of India expects the GDP to contract by 9.5% „with risks to the downside'. The GDP growth was 

already in a slowdown phase even in 2019-20.  It has registered a growth of 4.1 %, which was the lowest in over 

a decade.  

 The fiscal situation was even more  precarious with  the  Central Government invoking the escape clause  in  the  

FRBM  (Amendment) Act  of  2018  for  two  consecutive years  that  allows  the  governments to run 0.5% more 

fiscal  deficit than specified in the Act. Accordingly, the Union Budget 2020-21 suggested a fiscal deficit of3.8% 

for 2019-20 and 3.3% for 2020-21. 

 However, the data from the Comptroller of Government Accounts suggests  that even  for 2019-20,  the fiscal  

deficit is  expected  to be 4.6%  against  the provisional estimates of 3 .8%.On the part of state governments, 

most of the studies suggest  that the fiscal position at the states only deteriorated since 2015-16.In  a  way,  the  

government entered this  pandemic phase  with  weak  growth  prospects and with  a weak  fiscal situation. 

 

Action Taken 
 RBI has reduced the policy interest rates sharply and also pumped in more liquidity to the market. It  has also  

introduced  loan moratorium  and  other  measures such as increasing Ways and Means Advances (WMA) to  

the  State  Governments,  Credit  Guarantee  Schemes and  Loan  restricting Committee, among  many  other 

sectoral  interventions. 

 Central  government has outlined  Rs. 20 lakh  crore  stimulus  package  with accompanied  large scale  

structural  reforms as part of Aatmanirbhar Bharat Package. 

 The Aatmanirbhar Bharat Package includes wide-ranging interventions such as direct benefit transfer, food 

security, rural jobs under MGNREGS, and Credit Guarantee schemes for MSMEs and Kisan Credit Card (KCC) 

scheme.  The package also includes the monetary stimulus provided under liquidity measures which is to the 

tune of Rs. 8.01lakh crore. The extent of support in comparison with the rest of the world suggests India's 

intervention is wide-ranging and comparable to most of the countries except Japan and US. 

 

Probable Impact 
 While the government feels that there could be a „V‟ shaped recovery, most analysts feel that the recovery may 

not be that sharp.  In our view, while the slowdown was sharp due to sudden lockdown, the recovery is expected 

to be prolonged and that depends heavily on the implementation of fiscal-monetary packages.  In a way, in our 

view, the recovery could look like a 'smoking pipe' shape with a sharp dip in the beginning and a prolonged 

recovery at the later stage. 

 Indicators related to credit off take to MSMEs, rural development expenditures (which suggest utilisation of 

over 80% of annual allocation), electricity demand, etc., suggest pick-up in economic activities across the 

sectors. 

 At  the  state  level, while the  expenditures  due  to pandemic has increased manifold,  the revenues have 

dwindled  largely  due to decline  in  the  revenues  under GST.  This has led to large gap between the actual and 

the promised14% increase in the GST proceeds to every state government. While this could  lead to some 

tensions between  Centre  and States, the pressure  on the  States to  borrow more  could be huge and this  could  

lead  to substantial jump in the public  debt at the state level. 

 Overall, while the fiscal and monetary supports that are announced are substantial, the impacts of these 

measures depend heavily on how they are implemented. 
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Facilitating Self-Reliance 
 

Introduction 
 India's Industrial Policy has evolved over the years, and relevant changes have been introduced based on the 

exigencies of time. At the time of independence, development was to be led by the public sector, to create a 

sound industrial base for the future.   

 The Industrial Policy 1991 was in response to a challenge, and appropriate changes were introduced to facilitate 

the transition from a state-regulated economy to a liberalised and globalised economy.  

 Overtime, the thinking that started dominating policy circles was that the government, instead of directly 

intervening in sectors, must play the role of a facilitator to ensure competition and efficiency. 

 

Background 
 A decisive effort was made in the second Five Year Plan (FYP) drafted by P. C. Mahalanobis,  where the main 

emphasis was on state led industrialization, resting on the strategy of import substitution. This strategy was 

based on the infant industry argument wherein domestic industries can develop    behind high tariff still they 

become self- sustaining and are no longer in need of government support. It was to be led by the public sector, 

which was to reach the „commanding heights‟ of the economy. 
 Industrial Policy Resolution, 1948 issued by the government had accepted the importance of both the 

private and public sectors in the industrial economy of India.  This  was  followed by  the  Industrial Policy 

Resolution, 1956  and the Industrial  (Development and Regulation)  Act,  1951, which laid stress  on the 

cooperation between  the public  and the private  sector, but an increasing role was  envisaged for the former  so 

that in due course  of time  it could attain  the "commanding heights of the economy". 

 In the  1990s, as a policy  response  to  the  crisis  brewing up since  the late  1980s,  wide-ranging reforms in 

industrial deregulation, foreign trade policy, exchange rate and payments regime, capital markets  and the 

banking  sector, fiscal consolidation were introduced.  

 It involved with liberalizing licensing and measures to encourage foreign investments. 

 The National Manufacturing Policy was released by the Government in 2011.The main objectives of the 

Policy were 

o Increasing  the manufacturing sector growth to12-14 percent over the medium  term 

o Increasing the share  of manufacturing  in GDP to 25 percent  by2022 

o Creating 100 million additional jobs in the manufacturing sector by 2022. 

o Increasing domestic value addition and technological depth in manufacturing. 

 Industrial Policy 1991was in response to a challenge, and appropriate changes were introduced to facilitate 

the transition from a state-regulated economy to a liberalized and globalised economy. 

 

COVID 19 and rethinking 
 Typically, an industrial policy comprises of various policy  tools like direct and indirect subsidies, protection 

from foreign  competition, preferential access  to  capital,  guaranteed public procurement, and mandates from 

government on production, and import• export decisions. The government plays a proactive role to guide 
development of particular sectors of the economy via these tools.  The aim is to buttress domestic production 

capabilities. 

a. Making in India  for the  world, which requires focusing on  a few sectors to build comparative advantage,  so 

that in due course, India  is  a  major  player  in  the global market in  these  sectors. This will enable us to 

reduce critical dependence on any country and developing self- reliance for items like bulk drugs/APis, power 

equipment, consumer goods, and defence related products. 

b. Employment generation must be a key aspect behind all sectoral initiatives undertaken by the government. 

c. Boost the export sector :  

o Industry should be encouraged to drive formulation standards, by using industry-driven standards setting 

bodies, if needed. 

o Regular participation of identified experts in international standards setting bodies such as International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO), International Electro technical Commission (IEC) and Codex. 

o Enhancing testing, inspection and certification infrastructure domestically, with private-sector 

participation. 
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d. Improving infrastructure and reducing logistics costs, which will work from the supply side and help in 

reducing production costs, thus making Indian manufactured products more competitive globally. 

e. Ease of doing business (EoDB) is another key area which requires reform. 

f. Technological advancement of industry in India has not kept pace with that of many other manufacturing 

nations. There is a strong need to encourage Indian industry to upgrade to advanced technologies and ease 

transfer of technology from global and Indian innovators to Indian industry. 

g. Implementing  measures  that prepare businesses for the new post-Covid-19 economic conditions and realities. 

 

Government Measures 
 Boosting Domestic Manufacturing : Make in India 2.0 is focusing on domestic manufacturing of 15 

champion sectors like Textile and Apparels, Food Processing, Gems and  Jewellery,  Pharmaceuticals, 

Chemicals,  Automotive industry, Electronics,  Leather and Footwear etc. 

o A number of production linked incentive (PLI) schemes in the manufacturing of mobiles and electronics, 

APls and medical devices have been approved. 

o Twenty sectors have been identified in consultation with industry, where attention would be given to make 

India self-reliant. 

o DPIIT has revised its Public Procurement (Preference to Make in India) Order with changes that will 

promote greater domestic value addition. 

o In order to address the issue of import surge, cheap imports, and to support domestic manufacturing, the 

government has effected various import restrictions in recent months. 

 Encouraging Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) to Boost Domestic Manufacturing, Investment 

and Technology Enhancement: Government has approved  the  creation  of an  Empowered  Group  of 

Secretaries (EGoS) and Project Development Cells   (PDCs) in Ministries/Departments of Government of India 

to facilitate and streamline investments into India. 

 Infrastructure and Logistics: The government is in the process of finalizing a National Logistics Policy 

which aims to bring down logistics cost significantly. 

 

Conclusion 
 India's share in global value chains (GVCs) is low vis-a-vis other comparable economies. The above measures  

will pave  the  way  for  India  to  make its mark  in  GVCs  in  the  times  to come.  It  will  also  enable  India  to 

take  advantage  of  the  opportunity created by multinational  companies (MNCs)  looking to  diversify  their 

supply chains and manufacturing centres. Thus, the outcomes will not only be confined within the domestic 

boundaries, but will also facilitate the realization of the dream of 'Make in India for the world'. 

 

Revitalizing MSMEs 
 

Introduction 
 The lockdown has had a major impact on the economy, especially in terms of loss in output, revenue, and, most 

importantly, jobs. To combat the adversities faced by MSMEs, the government has introduced vital policy 

measures and funding schemes for the reeling MSME sector. This, in turn has certainly created the need for 

innovative policies to rescue the ailing MSME sector. 

 

Background 
 MSMEs are considered as the central element of the Indian economy, given the employment, output, and 

export potential.   

 They contribute nearly 30 percent of lndia‟s GDP and 31percent of GVA to the $2.7 trillion economy.  

 The sector comprises close to63million enterprises, which together accounted for 48.1percent of the total 

exports from India during 2018-19. 

 According to the annual report for 2018-19by the Ministry of MSMEs, the sector generates 21percent of the 

total employment providing livelihood to approximately 111million workers. 

 According to the recent estimates by the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE), the third week of 

April witnessed a rise in the unemployment rate to 26.2 percent, rendering around 14 crore people jobless in 

the lockdown period. 

 Therefore, it becomes essential to develop a support system for the sustenance and revival of the MSME sector. 
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Factors affecting the Credit-worthiness  

of MSMEs 

Major Bottlenecks 
 Access to Institutional Finance: Several studies have unambiguously shown access to timely and adequate 

finance remains a major hurdle hampering the growth of MSMEs.  A high-level committee appointed by the 

RBI (UK Sinha Committee report') highlights a multitude of obstacles faced by the MSME sector. The 

committee too singles out access to finance as the foremost constraint hindering the growth and development 

of MSMEs. 

 The Economic Survey2017 points out that the MSME sector received just 17 percent of the total loan 

outstanding. 

 World Bank Enterprise Survey highlights that 65 percent of MSMEs surveyed report financial constraints as 

one of the significant obstacles faced by them. 

 According to a recent study by Patnaik and Pandey (2019), micro and small enterprises receive less than 6 

percent of bank credit. 

 

Why this happens 
 Lack of established credit history. 

 Insufficient collateral results in MSMEs' inability 

to pay, which makes lending to them risky. 

 The  rise  in  non-performing assets(NPA)  is 

restricting banks from  extending  credit,  

especially  to MSMEs,  where the risk of default is 

much  higher.' 

 Delayed Payments. 

 

Present Situation 
 With the Covid-19 outbreak, the situation gets only 

gloomier for the MSME sector.  With the 

nationwide lockdown, sources of revenues and 

cash reserves for the majority of these units have 

diminished, threatening the survival of the vast 

majority of these enterprises. 

 All India Manufacturers' Organisation (AIMO) 

survey of 5000 MSME units report that 71 percent of them were unable to pay salaries to their workforce for 

the month of March. Besides, with the available resources depleting fast, resuming work with the lockdown in 

place would be nearly impossible for a vast majority. As a result, there has been a nationwide call from various 

industry organizations to the government to intervene and provide a special package to support the MSME 

sector. 

 In the case of these informal enterprises, the disruption created by the outbreak of Covid-19may be far more 

severe. Given that these enterprises lack savings and face proportionately greater financial obstacles, the onset 

of the pandemic is likely to significantly impact their day-to-day operations. The relief measures like tax reliefs 

may not have much influence on these enterprises since they rarely fall under the tax net. 

 

Way Forward 
 To combat the adversities faced by MSMEs, the government has introduced vital policy measures and funding 

schemes for the reeling MSME sector. The current interventions include deferring of goods and services tax 

(GST) payments till June 2020. RBI has allowed deferment on interest payments on working capital loans for 

the next quarter. 

 RBI has also introduced Long-Term Repo Operations (LTRO) worth Rs. 100,000 crore, enabling banks to lend 

at cheaper rate, likely to benefit the MSME sector. 

 The public sector banks have also set up Covid-19 Emergency Credit Line (CECL) to ease the liquidity crunch 

faced by MSMEs.  

 Small Industries Development Bank  of  India (SIBDI),  a financial  institute  set up for the promotion  and 

development of MSMEs have also announced a concessional interest rate loan targeted for MSMEs engaged in 

manufacturing goods or services related to Covid-19. 

 The RBI introduced the Trade Receivables Discounting System (TReDS) for MSMEs in March 2014.The 

platform provided a financial arrangement from a financial intermediary in which a seller obtained an amount 
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of the sales bill before it‟s due, after paying a discount fee. However, the lengthy process and  the  burden of  the  

discounting fee and other financial charges drove MSMEs  towards informal sources 

 However, more is needed to be done to safeguard the survival  of the MSME sector, especially in terms of 

making  amends  for certain long-term concerns which are only aggravated on the wake of this crisis. 

 

SANKALP for Employment 
 

Introduction 
 In the wake of the reverse migration problem due to COVID-19, the need of skill building has become ever so 

important. The skill training ecosystem must take an integrated view of existing and potential demand, 

trainees, training providers and employers. Considering the demographic, economic, cultural and resource 

diversity of lndia, putting such an ecosystem in place would continue to be an in-progress project for a long 

while. 

 

Background  
 India has 487 million workers and over a million join the labour force every month. However, about two- thirds 

of Indian employers report that they struggle to find workers with the right skills.  India ranks 78 on a list of 

122 countries as per Human Capital Development report of the World Economic Forum. 

 

What has been done so far? 
 The World Bank supported programme of Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship; SANKALP (Skill 

Acquisition and Promotion) has been rolled out to promote, inter alia, decentralization of skill planning and 

implementation. 

 

Decentralized Approach 
 Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship of the Government of India (MSDE) is responsible for 

national skills training policy and management and is aided by many institutions. 

 At  the  level of  states, State  Skill  Development Missions (SSDM) were launched in  nearly  all  the  states to  

manage their skill development.  

 Most States have also created designated district committees (generally called DSCs but known by different 

appellations across states) to manage skill development. Thus, decentralized planning in skills is a concept 

already implicit in the Skill Development ecosystem in India.   

 

DSCs 
 DSCs are composed of district-level government officials of various departments.  Besides, DSC can.  Also co-

opt local Chambers of Commerce and Industry, civil society organizations etc.   

 The DSCs are expected to deliberate upon and plan for  access  to  viable skill  training and  employment  for 

district  human resources  based  upon  its  economic profile, market  conditions  and institutional  

infrastructure. 

 DSCs are expected to reduce supply-demand mismatch, facilitate inclusion for all marginalized sections of 

society, manage labour migration issues and provide  for robust monitoring. 

 

Conclusion 
 A robust DSC underpinned by Gram Panchayats who are active participants in skill planning and 

implementation would not only help to handle the present challenges of rural distress and need for sustained 

livelihood arising out of Covid-19 but also improve qualitative growth of the Labour market with enhanced 

skills for improved productivity and a sound economic position for a more equitable share in the economy. 

 

Harnessing Demographic Dividend 
 

Introduction 
 The development of a nation is highly correlated to the enlargement of people's choices and people's 

capabilities that must add value to decent standards of living and well-being of the masses. Thus, people's 
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participation as well as policy intervention is indispensable in dealing with various employment and growth-

related issues in India and that will mark the roadmap for inclusive and sustainable development. 

 The success of „Democracy and Swaraj‟ is evaluated on the basis of how we „plan for the unplanned' and „reach 
to the unreached'. 

 Democracy would lose its significance if the benefits of growth do not reach to the unreached. Thus, people's 

participation as well as policy  intervention is indispensable in dealing  with various  employment and growth-

related issues  in India and that  will  mark  the  roadmap  for  inclusive and sustainable development. 

 

Background 
 The demographic profile and societal essentials of inclusive growth is skewed towards urban development.  It is 

found that there is a clear need of uplifting of rural economy especially the rural infrastructure development. 

Adequate and accessible infrastructure not only enriches the quality of life but also brings betterment of rural 

livelihood. Better infrastructure is always positive correlation with economic development. 

 To make India “FINE" (Finance, Innovation, Networking, & Entrepreneurship), Government of India, has 

undertaken a range of schemes to achieve faster socio-economic development. 

 

Leveraging Demographic Dividend 
 India is uniquely placed in terms of demographic dividends. Over62% people in the country fall in the age 

group of 15-59years which is expected to rise up to 65% by 2035. However, we have not been able to leverage 

the demographic dividends in true sense. 

 

Employment Scenario 
 India is hugely affected by the increasing rate of unemployment with about 6.1% of the working population is 

said to be out of job. However, we do not have a comprehensive payroll data readily available to make 

inferences regarding incidence of employment or non-employment. Thus the payroll data is likely to provide a 

clearer picture of the actual incidence of employment/ unemployment. 

 

Government Initiatives 
 Skill Universities : Ministry  of  Skill Development and Entrepreneurship has  enabled  creation  of a number  

of Skills  Universities  to  foster  holistic vocational  education  in  the  country. Formal  vocational training  

through  For More Visit -https://upscpdf.com a game changer  in terms of the  Skills  Universities is  likely to 

resolve the persistent refrain of the  industry that  the  jobseekers are generally not employable. 

 National Recruitment Agency: NRA is based on the principles of inclusivity, equity and fair-play. It is a 

highly transparent system.  As the scores are based on computer-based tests, there is no human intervention in 

short listing of candidates. 

 The NRA is set to have test centres in each of the districts of the country. Besides, it will ensure effective 

implementation of affirmative policies pertaining to the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, Other Backward 

Castes and Divyang. 

 

Post-Covid Employment Challenges 
 Although the country has seen a surge in job losses after COVID-19, these are temporary in nature. However, 

bringing the  workers back from  the  comfort zones  of  their  respective native places and providing them  

suitable  employment opportunities is certainly  a daunting  task. 

 The Government of  India has  already announced a  slew  of  interventions to  revitalise the  MSME sector 

which provides over  90%  employment opportunities in the  country. 

 

Way Forward 
 Employment generation is not enough unless it helps in reducing poverty and inequality. The challenges to 

achieve inclusive growth are basically of two types viz. 'Employment generation' and „Ensuring high employee 
productivity'. So  at  the policy level the  second  one  is  more qualitative and powerful  in terms of its 

contribution  to inclusive growth process.   

 This can be addressed through education and skill development. The Government seems to be committed to 

inclusive growth and employment generation so as to accomplish the lofty goal of $5 trillion economy while 

ensuring that no one is left out in the race for holistic development. 
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 However, the success will depend on effective and efficient governance, timely implementation and close 

monitoring of various schemes and adherence to accountability and transparency at all levels.   

 

PPP: Bridging Skill Gaps 
 

Introduction 
 To move  towards  becoming  an  'Aatmanirbhar Bharat',  it  is  important to  focus  on advancement  of skills in 

line with the emerging economic realities of the market.  Given this, there is a need for the government and 

private sector to work together to address skill gaps and link supply with demand and vice-versa. Equipped  

with the right skills to meet the emerging demand  of the  new  industrial  era, the  youth  will be the  

torchbearers  of India's  march  to becoming a self-reliant nation. 

 

Background 
 The skill gap in India is sizeable, mainly due to the challenges raised above. Even after years of skill training 

programmes less than 5% of the workforce in India possesses formal skills.  

 The task of imparting training in vocations to such a vast population has its own complexities and demands for 

a multi-pronged approach that targets skill training and development at every level of the value chain.  

 The government has planned programmes and initiatives methodically, ensuring skill training and 

entrepreneurship development get the boost, and partnerships with the private sector have played a crucial role 

in this effort. 

 

Government Initiatives 
 In 2009, the first National Policy on Skill Development was drawn up by the Ministry of Labour and 

Employment with an aim to achieve rapid and inclusive growth. 

 National Skill Development Policy, 2015, was introduced to take account of the progress in the implementation 

of skill programmes and emerging trends in the national and international skilling ecosystem.  

 National Skill Development and Entrepreneurship Policy 2015address the challenge of skilling at scale 

with speed, standard (quality) and sustainability. The policy also aims to provide an umbrella framework to all 

skilling activities in the country, to align them to common standards and link skills with demand. 

 Technical and Vocational Education and Training(TVET) create  pathways  for  achieving relevant and 

high-quality education that can plant seeds of a lifelong learning agenda. 

 National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) is acting as a catalyst in promoting Vocational Education& 

Training (VET) by providing funding to enterprises, companies and organisations engaged in imparting skill 

trainings. 

 (NAPS) was launched by the Government in August 2016to provide financial support to establishments 

undertaking apprenticeship programmes. With  a view to promote apprenticeship training and raise the tempo 

on engaging  apprentices, the  Ministry  of  Skill  Development and  Entrepreneurship  (MSDE)  has entrusted 

NSDC with implementation of apprenticeship in Optional Trades. 

 The launch of e-Skill India, an e-learning aggregator portal, has ensured the training process has not suffered 

a break. The portal also supports the  Pradhan  Mantri  Arogya  Mitra (PMAM)  Yojana  and  has content 

in  multiple languages to  cater  to secondary and tertiary health workers. 

 

Collaborations 
 In October  2017,  a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)  was  signed between  MSDE  and  the Government 

of Japan  for  the Technical Internship Training  Program (TITP)  to promote the exchange  of technical  intern 

trainees  who  could  work  in  industries in  another country and comeback richer  for the  experience. 

 NSDC also collaborated with the Emirates Driving Institute (EDI) Youth Chamber of Commerce (YCC) in the 

UAE to establish driver training institutes in various parts of India. 

 At the 2019 World Skills held in Kazan, Russia, the Indian teamranked13'h among63 nations by winning  one 

Gold,  one Silver,  two Bronze medals and15  Medallions of  Excellence, impressing the  world with its talent 

and artistry. 
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Way Forward  
 As we  move  towards becoming an  'Aatmanirbhar  Bharat' (self-reliant country), it is important  to focus on 

advancement of skills in line with  the emerging economic realities of  the  market the ultimate goal of any skill-

oriented programme is to have  a  line  of  sight to  employment. Given this, there is  a  need for  the government  

and private sector to work  together to  address skill gaps and link  supply with demand  and vice-versa.  

 Increased engagement between industry and  nodal skilling  bodies to capitalise  on  emerging opportunities in 

the domestic and global  market  will not only  be instrumental in creating  a future-ready workforce but  will  

also go  a  long way  in empowering job-seekers  to turn  into job-creators. 

 

Agriculture: Saviour of Economy 
 

Introduction 
 To  sustain  agricultural  growth  and boost rural  economy in post-Covid  era,  it is critical to have a robust  

infrastructure  in place to support  farm and farm-processing  based activities. Government soon launched and 

implemented farmer-friendly schemes, reforms and financial incentives to ensure timely agricultural 

operations in fields. The next step is to bring the advantages of these reforms to the doorstep of farmers for 

their welfare and prosperity. 

 

Background 
 Agriculture is the core sector which generates employment so that the entire circle of economic circulation goes 

on. It was given relaxation during the prolonged lockdown. As e result, it turned out to be the only sector, which 

has shown positive growth even during the COVID-19 lockdown. It was also helped immensely by the 

unprecedented reverse migration. 

 

Government Initiatives 
 PM-KISAN scheme: Government quickly released advance payment of Rs.  2,000 to bank accounts of 

farmers under PM-KISAN scheme. 

 Wage rate for workers engaged under National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS) was revised 

with enhanced allocation for the scheme. 

 A special scheme, Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojana, was launched to  take  care  of  vulnerable population  

during distress period. 

 Cash and food  assistance to  persons engaged in  informal sector, mostly migrant labourers, was  also  arranged 

out of PM-CARES fund. 

 NABARD is extending an  additional refinance support of Rs. 30,000 crore for crop loan requirement of 

Regional  Rural  Banks and Rural  Co-operative Banks,  which are the main sources of  credit for small and  

marginal farmers. 

 Nearly 25 lakh new Kisan Credit Cards were sanctioned with a loan limit of Rs.25,000 to gain access  to 

institutional  credit at  a  concessional rate  of  interest. 

 To address the issue of livelihood of migrant workers in their home states, the Prime Minister launched a 

special employment scheme with an outlay of Rs. 50,000 crore. Named as 'Garib Kalyan Rozgar Abhiyaan', the 

scheme was implemented on a mission mode in 116 districts of six most affected states. 

 To further facilitate migrant workers, Government has launched 'PM Shramik Setu Portal and  'PM Shramik 

Setu  App' that  help connect  job seekers  with  prospective  employers as per their skills. 

 In Uttar Pradesh, one of the state with most number of migrant workers, a unique „Aatmanirbhar Uttar Pradesh 
Rozgar Abhiyan‟ was launched to provide employment opportunities to 1.25 crore migrant workers who face 

challenge of livelihood. 

 

Investment in Infrastructure 
 To sustain agricultural growth and boost rural economy in post-Covid era, it is critical to have a robust 

infrastructure in place to support farm and farm-processing based activities. Hence, a new Central Sector 

Scheme, Agriculture Infrastructure Fund, was launched with the primary objective to attract investment in 

post-harvest infrastructure which has earlier been a weak link. „The Agriculture Infrastructure Fund will enable 

farmers to make modern facilities of storage in their villages. This modern infrastructure will go a long way in 

setting up agro• based industries'.  
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 Under the scheme, banks and financial institutions will provide loans to Farmer Producer Organizations 

(FPOs), Self-Help Groups, Farmers Credit and Co. Operative Societies and to individual farmers, agri-

entrepreneurs and start-ups as well. All loans will have interest subvention of three percent per annum up to a 

limit of Rs. 2 crore, and subvention will be available for a maximum period of seven years. Moratorium for 

repayment may vary subject to minimum of six months and maximum of two years.  

 In a major step towards boosting rural economy, Indian railways launched a special „Kisan Rail‟ scheme to 
specifically cater the transportation needs of farmers for their perishable produce. It will help build a seamless 

national cold supply chain for perishables inclusive of milk, meat and fish. 

 

Reforms and Revival 
 Farmers Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Act, 2020 removes all barriers for intra- 

and interstate trade in agricultural produce. Now farmers are free to sell their produce to anybody, anywhere 

for getting best price and maximum profits. The legislation is likely to end the monopoly of traders, and will 

also support seamless electronic trade across online platforms. 

 Farmers (Employment and Protection) Agreement of Price Assurance & Farm Services Act, 2020 allows 

farmers to tie-up with large buyers, exporters and retailers as part of contract farming. Farmers will be able to 

enter into agreements with food processors to.  Grow desired varieties of desired crops and sell the produce at 

assured prices.  Thus, farmers will have assured price before sowing and the market risk is transferred from 

farmer to sponsor. 

 Essential  Commodities (Amendment) Act, 2020 removes cereals, pulses, oilseed, edible oils, onion, and 

potatoes from the list  of essential commodities to open-up their trade for increasing  profitability of farmers 

and traders.  It also does away with imposition of stock limit except under rare conditions, such as war, famine, 

etc.  This provision is likely to attract private investment in cold storage, warehouses and processing facilities. 

 

Way Forward 
 Agriculture has already demonstrated its potential to revive the pandemic-hit economy. Along with immediate 

reforms, Centre and State Governments must act in unison to create small local growth clusters with more 

reliant systems of production, processing and marketing in rural areas.  

 Further, better income-earning opportunities need to be created in rural areas to check rural urban migration. 

Agriculture and rural start-ups also need to be encouraged with policies and incentives. Spurring the rural 

economic growth can become the savior of lndian economy. 

 

Homecoming 
 

Introduction 
 As the economy begins to unlock and cities are limping back to a new normal; thousands of migrants are 

returning back to cities again. This indicates the gravity of the situation that pushes migrants to cities in search 

of livelihoods. Migration is usually an opportunity; a bulk of the migration in urbanising India is not powered 

by skills and not accompanied by a universality or portability of entitlements. Addressing the needs of 

particular migrant streams through coordinated state actions may be a good beginning towards the same. 

 

Background 
 The  pre-pandemic approach has  been  to view places through  a binary  of urban  and  rural with  the  

assumption that people  belong  to one or the other  and rarely  circulate between  them.  

 This has resulted  in a non-acknowledgement of the  scale of migration in  data  and  translated into  most 

domains of  urban  policy  (housing, basic services, health, education, social security) having no space to  

benefit migrants. 

 Thus, even  while government policies became  more  accommodative of informal  settlements; the living  

conditions of migrants  in  these  settlements did not improve  significantly. The Inter-State Labour Act 

imagined to be a powerful legal instrument providing for registration of contract workers has a history of weak 

implementation. 
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Present Scenario 
 Government of India launched a set of schemes which include extension of free public distribution for six 

months, portability of public distribution entitlements, programmes for assistance to street vendors, and 

assistance to small enterprises. There is also some discussion on rental housing provision for migrants. 

However, there are manifold issues like: 

o No Policy implementation so far for the Migrant Workers. 

o There  is no  systematic effort  to  collect  data  on  various  migration streams and to understand 

vulnerabilities and policy demands  of specific  migrant  streams. 

o There is very little thinking about what kind of institutional mechanisms are necessary to reach out 

effectively to migrant workers. 

 

Way Forward 
 Migration is usually an opportunity; a bulk of the migration in urbanising India is not powered by skills and not 

accompanied by a universality or portability of entitlements.  Further, state boundaries have often posed a 

political and cultural challenge for the inclusion of migrants into urban areas. 

 This needs to be treated as an opportunity by developing a multi-dimensional and multi-scalar response that 

acknowledges the contribution of migrants in the economy of cities.  Responses that offer social protection, 

decent living and working conditions can enhance their productivity and enable their integration and 

commitment to shaping the future of cities they live in.  

 For this to happen, there is a need to think and develop more systemic policies for migrants. Addressing the 

needs of particular migrant streams through coordinated state actions may be a good beginning towards the 

same. 

 

Changing Landscape 
 

Introduction 
 Indian economy has been service-driven and hence there was the relegation of manufacturing to a secondary 

position.  

 The major change in the landscape  of Indian business  will be the irrelevance or gradual diminution in the 

importance of several service industries on account of the pandemic-induced lockdown  which  has changed  

the way in which  businesses function.   

 First, the future of commercial real estate has been questioned as companies have found that work from-

home(WFH) has been a convenient way of getting work done and there are savings to be made in terms of lease 

rentals and rent. 

 

Industries facing challenges 
 The commercial real estate has been under severe demand crisis. 

 Hospitality business would  have to reconsider options. 

 Conference business has lost the revenue earnings. 

 Airlines  business, which is already in a  challenged state will have to  rework its model considering that  travel 

will not  be  the  same  for  some time. 

 Shopping Mall based retail industries will be facing the challenge big time. 

 The tourism industry would also have to be prepared for a major shift. 

 The education sector has also seen a huge shift. 

 Entertainment, especially movie halls is facing a battle for existence with plenty of online platform gaining 

popularity. 

 Upsurge in the online delivery has created a huge market for e-commerce sector. 

 The work from home has also proved to be huge boost for the Telecom Sectors, especially the data providers, 

due to the Work from Home nature of work. 

 

Conclusion 
 It may be recollected that as India transitioned from an agrarian to a service-dominated economy, we had 

missed an important step of an industrial revolution.   
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 Industrial growth  was  always  secondary  in  terms  of  importance and it worked as the movement to services 

was smooth and seamless which required less investment  and hence bad  a more favourable  capital  output 

ratio  compared to industry.  

 Therefore, there was an anomaly in the system where most of the engineers from the top institutes of the 

country preferred to take up jobs with investment banks, consultancy firms and other financial firms. This was 

always a challenge for core manufacturing firms which faced a shortage of well qualified engineers. 

 Another challenge for the government would be to deal with labour as the shutdown had made several 

industries look to leveraging technology more, which means less labour. 

 This creates a problem for the government as investors are already crying hoarse for more flexible labour laws 

which become apolitical and social issue. With manufacturing turning towards technology progressively, this 

will also mean less demand for labour. 

 The government has already taken several steps to ensure that skills are imparted and the focus on vocational 

skills is a step in the right direction.  This is something that needs to be given a big push at the ground level so 

that there is alignment between demand and supply for skills. 

 

SVAMITVA Scheme 
 

Introduction 
 It is a Central Sector scheme, launched on National Panchayat Day i.e. April 24, 2020. The Ministry of 

Panchayati Raj (MoPR) is the Nodal Ministry for implementation of the scheme. In the States, the Revenue 

Department/  Land  Records  Department is  the Nodal  Department and shall carryout  the  scheme  with  

support  of  State Panchayati  Raj  Department. 

 Survey of India shall work as the technology partner for implementation. 

 The scheme aims to provide an integrated property validation solution for rural India. 

 The demarcation of rural abadi areas would be done using Drone Surveying technology. This would provide the 

'record of rights'  to village household owners possessing  houses in inhabited rural areas  in  villages  which, in  

turn, would enable them to use their property as a financial  asset for taking loans and other financial benefits 

from Bank. 

 

The scheme seeks to achieve the following objectives 
 To bring financial stability to the citizens in rural India by enabling them to use their property as a financial 

asset for taking loans and other financial benefits. 

 Creation of accurate land records for rural planning. 

 Determination of property tax, which would accrue to the GPs directly in States where it is devolved or else, add 

to the State exchequer. 

 Creation of survey infrastructure and GIS maps that can be leveraged by any department for their use. 

 To support in preparation of better-quality Gram Panchayat Development Plan (GPDP)by making use of GIS 

maps. 

 To reduce property related disputes and legal cases. 

 

Greener Highways 
 

Introduction 
 India features an entire46.99 lakh kms of road length and out of which over 96214 kms are National highways, 

accounting 2% of total road length. 

 The Highways carry about 40% of the traffic load. The Ministry has decided to develop all of existing National 

Highways and 40,000 kms of additional roads within the next few years as Green Highways. 

 Clearance of forest and tree felling activities are inevitable consequences of highways development.  Although 

to counter these losses Highways projects are bundled with median and avenue plantations but they're seldom 

like the natural ecosystem existing before the development. 

 The situation becomes critical with incessant movement of vehicles on these roads contributing further in 

release of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) and other suspended particulate matters. 
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Ways to Reduce Pollution 
Greed Corridor  

 One way to reduce pollution is  to develop green corridor which  works  as  vegetation buffer  around  the  

pollution  source and helps  in absorption of GHG gases and collection of dust particles.   

 It also reduces sound pollution and provides much needed shade on glairing hot roads during summer. 

 Plantations arrest soil erosion at the embankment slopes, moderate the effect of wind and incoming radiation, 

prevent glare from the headlight of incoming vehicles etc. 

 The Ministry of Road Transport and  Highways (MoRTH), Government of India has promulgated on September 

29, 2015 "Green Highways (Plantations, Transplantations, Beautification and Maintenance) Policy-  2015" to 

develop green corridors along National Highways for sustainable environment and inclusive growth. 

 To ensure quality plantation and  maintenance, a corpus "Green  Fund" with  l % of the  entire  project  cost  

(TPC) of all National Highways  projects has been earmarked for the highway plantation and its  maintenance. 

 

Use of Alternative Clean Energy-Based Transport System 

 Since the rate  of  vehicle ownership has  been  increasing every year, the  necessity to  use  alternative cleaner 

fuels to  decrease the  GHG emissions  in  the  country  is  inherent. In addition, promoting clean energy-based 

alternate transport, converting public utility vehicles to LPG,CNG 

 Through various programmes, the GoI is focusing on creating charging infrastructure and  a policy framework  

so  that  more  than  30% of  vehicles  in  India  are  electric  by 2030. 

 

What is a Green Highway? 
 Green Highway is a roadway project that has been 

designed and constructed to a far better level of 

sustainability as compared to erstwhile 

implemented projects. It may be seen as an 

attempt to develop the project area better than 

before through community partnering, 

environmental tewardship, and transportation 

network improvement in safety and functionality. 

Through Green Highway Project we may 

implement other projects like   

o Watershed Borne Runoff- Water 

Management 

o Energy and Pollution Reduction 

o Recycle, Reuse and Renewable  

o Conservation and Ecosystem Management. 

o Social Empowerment through active participation. 

Government Initiatives 
 Green Highways Policy 2015  

o Under the policy guidelines, National Green Highways Mission (NGHM) in  NHAI-a nodal agency for 

overall planning, implementation and monitoring of  Green  Highways projects bas been constituted. The  

agency  is  going to be liable for monitoring the plantation status on continuous basis by periodical site 

visits. 

 Objective 

o To develop a scientific framework for Integrated Green Corridor Development along the National Highways 

aiming to scale back the impact of pollution and dirt by planting area specific trees and shrubs along the 

National Highways. 

 Stakeholders 

o Contracts for greening highways are going to be given to NGOs, agencies, private companies and 

government organisations.  These stakeholders are going to be liable for the survival and health of trees. 

 Implications 

o The policy will strike a balance between highways development and environmental protection. This might 

also help to provide employment to the rural people. The National Forest Policy envisages 33% of the 
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geographic area should be under forest or tree cover, but the notified forest cover is simply about 22%.  The 

implementation of new Green Highways Policy can help in bridging this gap. 

 Funding 

o About Rs.1000 crore annually are made available for plantation purpose. 

 
Rural Road Development 
 Another set of Guidelines for the rural road development using plastic· have been issued by the Ministry of 

Rural Development. The Indian government has made it mandatory for road developers to use waste plastic 

alongside bituminous mixes for its construction to beat the growing problem of disposal of plastic waste in 

India's urban centres. 

 

Implication 
 Moving to Green Highway Projects may help us attaining, the SDGs in a more sustainable way, which, in turn, 

will take care of many other problems. 
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Achieving SDGs & NDCs 
 
Introduction 
 Covid-19 has posed real threat against the achievements of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 

Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) which have normally operated in silos at national level despite 

their greater interrelations requiring an aligned implementation of the two processes for meeting international 

sustainable development goals and climate commitments.  It further probes into the opportunities visible in the 

actions of different actors to tackle this pandemic that can be continued or replicated for combating the menace 

of climate crisis and achieving sustainable development in post-Covid times. 

 

Background  
Brundtland Commission 

 It is credited to have given an official and most widely accepted definition of Sustainable Development. This 

Commission was constituted by the United Nations  (UN) in 1983,  which published its report 'Our Common  

Future' in 1987  defining Sustainable Development  as the " ... development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability  of future generations to  meet their own  needs".  

 The Brundtland Commission (constituted by the UN originally  as World Commission  on Environment and  

Development during 1983-87) also showcased Sustainable Development as a " ... process of change in 

which the exploitation of resources,  the  direction  of  investments, the  orientation of  

technological  development,  and institutional change are all in harmony and enhance both 

current and future potential  to meet  human needs  and aspirations". 

 The subsequent decades starting from 1970 are considered significant for bringing the sustainability issues to 

the limelight and providing them with truly global attention. 

 Conference on  the  Human Environment  in Stockholm which  presented to the  global community the  

visions of Sustainable Development in  1972whichis  also famous for  the  publishing of  the  landmark 'Limits  

to  Growth' by the  'Club  of Rome' underscoring the need  of a model output  representing a sustainable world 

system. 

 Intergovernmental Panel on  Climate Change(IPCC)in  1988  by  the  World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO)  with  the  support  of the  UN  Environment Programme (UNEP) was formed to collate 

and  assess scientific  evidence on  climate  change. 

 The decade  of  1990  was  marked with the  impactful event  of Earth  Summit in Rio  (1992)  and  emergence of  

the  UN Framework Convention on  Climate Change(UNFCCC) (1994),as  well as  Kyoto Protocol (1997). 

 The decade of  2000,  the  first  of  the  new  millennium, witnessed the emergence of 8 Millennium 

Development Goals  (MDGs) in  the  UN  Millennium Summit (2000)and  acceptance of Kyoto Protocol as an 

international law (2005).  

 Subsequently came  the  most  significant decade  of  2010, informally mentioned as  a  decade with the 

'Turbulent Teens'  because  of  multiple human-induced contributions forcing  climate change  to be 

rechristened as climate  crisis, which was  marked by  the  purposeful event  of  the  UN 

 Conference on Sustainable Development in Rio commonly referred to as Rio+20(2012), Sustainable 

Development Summit in New York (2015), and Paris Climate Agreement in COP21(2015). 

 The culmination of these efforts was witnessed in the significant  year of 2015 in which  came to existence the 

Sustainable  Development  Goals  (SDGs)  and  the  2030Agenda in the Sustainable Development Summit of 

the UN; and Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) and the Paris Climate Agreement as an actionable 

agreement in the COP21  of the UNFCCC for strengthening global climate efforts to limit the global  

temperature rise below2°C above pre-industrial benchmark levels by the end of this century while pursuing to 

limit it to l.5°C. 

 

Sustainable Development Goals 
 SDGs and NDCs nurture the intent to tackle social, environmental and economic challenges collectively by the 

entire world ensuring peace and harnessing partnership calling on different member countries to tackle climate 

crisis by accelerating their actions and enhancing their investments for a sustainable future.   

 The  expedition of Sustainable Development towards Sustainable Development  Goals has witnessed the 

inclusion of more dimensions  (Peace-Partnership) in addition to the 3Ps (People-Planet-Profit)  with  the  aim  
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to  combat  climate crisis  effectively  garnering support of more dimensions (Recover-Redesign-

Remanufacture-Rethink-Refuse• Replace-Repurpose) in  addition  to  the  3Rs (Reduce• Reuse-Recycle). 

 

Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC) 
 NDCs represent climate plans at the national 

level submitted by member countries to the 

UNFCCC as per Paris Climate Agreement 

outlining their actions to address climate change 

including mitigation and adaptation actions.  

 Climate change relates significantly to  SDGs, 

which  recognises  its  importance not only  

directly in the 'SDG  13:Climate Action',  but also 

indirectly across different SDGs as a cross-cutting 

issue to be resolved for successful achievement of 

all the 17  SDGs considering  it as a major threat 

to Sustainable Development with increased 

severity in future. 

 

 

 
Present Scenario 
 The statements-of the Executive  Secretary  of the  

accelerating the transition to a sustainable future  with  the 

UNFCCC,  Patricia Espinosa  underscoring climate  change  

science-based targets making good  on  global initiatives as  

the  biggest  threat facing  humanity over  the  long-term. 

Addressing  climate change by limiting  global temperature 

to  1.5°C instead of 2°C above benchmark levels has  the  

potential to  decrease exposure of people to  climate risks 

and vulnerability to poverty  by 62 to 457 million. 

a. The  Global Sustainable Development  Report 2019, 

however, shows  possible solution pathways and huge  

opportunities by handling climate crisis through 

appropriate adaptation and mitigation  mechanism with the  

inherent potentialities for  Sustainable  Development 

outcomes. 

 These outcomes broadly include improved energy access, health benefits, sustainable livelihoods, investments 

in  renewable  energy,  conservation of forests and oceans ecosystems, and through other adaptation measures. 

b. The annual 'Global Risks Report' published in 2020 by World Economic Forum has found that all of 

the  'top five global  risks in terms of likelihood' are  environmental while  there  was none related to 

environment  in the year 2010. The reports also hints that global mean temperatures are set to  exceed 3°C by 

the end of century,  double of what is  prescribed by UNFCCC and IPCC to avoid  the  maximum impact severity  

of the  social-environmental- economic consequences. 

 At the time, when the health emergency situations sparked by Covid-19  forecast worst economic scenario  of  

the  century, right policy responses are key to obviate any risk arising from the deepening of climate crisis  any  

further.  Moreover, these „Turbulent Times‟ have given us the time to redefine and rediscover our relations with 

the nature. 

 The NDCs already have incorporated provisions to incentivise private sectors adequately in order to secure 

their support for meeting the climate action commitment.  At a time when 'Work from Home'  (WFH) and 

'Online  Conference and Meetings have not only gained traction but have emerged significantly as viable models 

as new normal;  can reduce emissions from different modes of transport including heavily polluting flights  

remarkably if harnessed properly in  future. 

 There cent measures outlined by the UN along with its partner organizations for addressing the new. challenges 

include urging policymakers, governments and monetary authorities for  

o Showing immediate and coordinated response to negate the impact of Covid-19. 

o Ensuring channelization  of adequate finance to SDGs and NDCs-using coordinated  stimulus  package 

o Allowing immediate suspension of debt payments 
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o Reassessing debt sustainability 

o Stabilizing financial markets with the injection of adequate liquidity 

o Partnering with financial institutions to mil over debts 

o Facilitating public and private investment in Sustainable Development 

o Strengthening social  protection systems 

o Investing  additionally in crisis prevention/risk reduction/planning 

o Removing trade barriers affecting supply chains. 

o It  is also notable  that during  Covid-19 pandemic,  the  global  emissions  have reduced significantly and is 

expected to be between 4.4 to  8% marking  the  largest  annual  emissions  reduction since World War II. 

 

Way Forward 
 It is true Covid-19has posed huge economic challenges. Rather than being pessimistic about it, we can consider 

it as an opportunity to boost clean technology, green productions and responsible consumptions while trying to 

bring about economic recovery using the experience of Covid-19 as an impetus to harness optimally the 

cooperation and multilateralism. 
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Nation Marching from Enterprise to Self-reliance 
 

Introduction 
 Based on positive effort being made with the world‟s largest young population, labour force, and abundant 

resources, we can say that India is poised to become the world‟s skill capital. 

 Government has framed the National Skill Development and Entrepreneurship Policy in 2015. It laid the 

foundation for major changes in this direction. Today nation is taking rapid strides towards self-reliance, with 

start-ups, entrepreneurship, and skill development playing a crucial role. 

 

Background 
 Economic Survey 2018-19 points out that India's demographic dividend will be at its peak around the year 

2041 when the share of working people in the age groupof20 to 59 is expected to reach 59 present of the total 

population. If the demographic dividend favours a country, then the country‟s economy gets a boost, the growth 
rate picks up, and per capita income also increases. 

 Government has taken several measures to reap the benefits of demographic dividend. The focus of these 

measures is on the skill development of the country's working population. 

 The government has set up the National Skill Development Corporation to provide skill-related training 

to 500 million individuals by 2022. It is promoting the private sector in skill training programs besides 

providing funds for them. 

 

Government Initiatives 
 Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship has also launched an Aatmanirbhar Skilled Employee-

Employer Mapping (ASEEM) portal under the „Self-reliant India Campaign‟ (Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan). 

This portal provides real-time data of skilled workforce based on demand and supply. 

 Directorate General of Training has launched a free digital learning platform (Skills Build Reignite) a start-up 

employs only five persons, it will also be in June 2020 through a MoU with IBM. 

 To promote start-ups, the government, in 2019, has changed its definition. According to it, now a start-up will 

be treated as a start-up for ten years after its establishment and continue to get benefits. According to data from 

the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, 26804 start-ups were registered in the country 

as of 31st December 2019. 

 Pradhan Mantri Yuva Udyamita Vikas Abhiyan (PMYUA) is under implementation by the Ministry of 

Skill Development and Entrepreneurship to promote young entrepreneurs. Through this, training, mentoring 

and other support for setting up enterprises is provided to young entrepreneurs. It is being implemented on a 

pilot basis in select districtsof10statesandtwounionterritories. 

 This campaign was launched keeping in mind the trainees and alumni of ITls, Polytechnic Colleges, Prime 

Minister Skill Development Centres and Public Educational Institutions to utilize their technical training in 

setting up the enterprise. 

 National Entrepreneurship Award (NEA) has also been instituted in 2016 to promote entrepreneurship. 

The award aims to encourage the spirit of entrepreneurship and inspire the youth. The award is given to honour 

young first-generation entrepreneurs and ecosystem builders who create a constructive environment for 

entrepreneurship and women entrepreneurs. 

 The government has also taken several measures to encourage women entrepreneurs to begin start-ups. 

Together with GIZ, a German institution, the government has launched a pilot project for the economic 

empowerment of women entrepreneurs and women start-ups. 

 The government has been providing loan facilities to entrepreneurs for setting up and promoting business 

through various schemes. It also includes the Stand-up India scheme along with the Mudra scheme. 

 Recently, under the Prime Minister‟s leadership, the government has passed three laws related to agricultural 

reforms in Parliament. With the sea grainer forms, farmers have access to many facilities and the freedom to 

sell their products to anyone, anywhere. They have also paved the way for setting up new start-ups and 

enterprises in the field of agriculture. 

 The ware housing, cold storage, and processing units a reset to expand in the private sector due to abolishing 

the storage limit of produce like cereals, potatoes, and onions through the Essential Commodities Amendment 

Act. It will open up new dimensions of entrepreneurship-development in this field. 
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 Under 'Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan,‟ the Prime Minister has made the provision of an agricultural 

infrastructure fund with a corpus of Rs.1lakhcrore, which aims to transform the condition and direction of this 

field. Infrastructure facilities such as warehouses, cold storages, and food processing units will be set up in rural 

areas with this fund. 

 Due to self-reliance in agricultural production and improved agriculture in India, new opportunities are also 

being created in the food processing industry. 

 A provision of Rs.500 crore has been made for Operation Greens under the „Aatma Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyan' 
package to help in cold storage, transportation and processing of vegetables like potato, onion, and tomato. 

 National Medicinal Plants Board (NMPB) has assisted in the cultivation of medicinal plants in an area of 

2.25 lakh hectares to promote herb land medicinal plants 'cultivation under the 'Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan' 

Package. It will develop a corridor in an area of 800 hectares on the Ganga banks for cultivating medicinal 

plants. 

 

Challenges/Bottlenecks and SVEP 
 Setting up of Entrepreneurship and start-ups in rural areas has been confronting three major problems. The 

people living in rural areas are not financially strong, initial protection and guidance is not available to start-

ups and lack appropriate resources and environment for developing skills. 

o These problems and issues are being resolved through SVEP. The Start-up Village Entrepreneurship 

Programme (SVEP) has made significant progress over the years. 

o According to amid-term review of SVEP conducted by the Quality Council of India in September 2019, 82 

percent of this scheme's entrepreneurs belong to scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and backward classes. 

 Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, Ministry of Rural Development, and its Rural Self-

Employment and Training Institutes (RSETI) conduct a wide range of skill development training 

programmes in the villages. Under this, there is also a provision for providing bank loans to trainees acquiring 

skills to setup their enterprises. Through this scheme, commendable efforts have been made in self-

employment and entrepreneurship for rural youth. 

 

Conclusion and Way Forward 
 In view of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Prime Minister had given a far-sighted call to turn crisis into 

opportunity. Inspired by this clarion call, the neo-entrepreneurs and self-help groups of our rural areas have 

worked in line with „Vocal for Local' by mass production/manufacturing of goods used in dealing with the 

infection. Women's self-help groups have also played an important role in rural areas. Entrepreneurship, skill 

and start-up are at the core of the resolve of 'self-reliance' under the 'Aatmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan'. 

 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship for Sustainable Growth 
 

Introduction 
 India is lacking a holistic innovation and entrepreneurial ecosystem that stimulates, enables and supports 

Inspiration, Imagination and Innovation in our schools, universities, and industries across the length and 

breadth of the nation. These have resulted into Indians going abroad and reach the highest levels of eminence 

and achievements, be it in technology, business, academia, and even governments. 

 To have the fruit of our demographic dividend we need to ensure that an estimated150 million youth of India 

entering the workforce over the next few years can realize their true potential through access to a world class 

innovation and entrepreneurial ecosystem, leveraging rapidly advancing, accessible, affordable technologies 

transforming the world we live in and enabling an incredible set of opportunities for innovation and new job 

creation. 

 

Background 
 A crisis of this magnitude and speed of spread needs urgent preventive, assistive, treatment- related solutions 

in various categories. These range from high quality and reliable masks, personal preventive equipment, 

ventilators, sanitizers, and contact-tracing, among others. This demands not only great innovative ability, but 

also incredible agility and nimbleness by companies and government institutions to effectively arrest and end 

the COVID-19 menace. 
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Challenges and Opportunities 
 Demographic dividend: India enjoys a demographic dividend like no other in the world. It is imperative 

that we enable the channelization of this youthful energy towards nation-building activities by focusing on 

developing vocational, technical and managerial skills, while fostering a culture of innovation and 

entrepreneurship at the school, university and industry levels. 

o Innovative ways of leveraging emerging digital technologies can create and promote such ecosystems. 

 Infrastructure: Undisputedly, innovation and entrepreneurship will be key to ensuring the development of 

both physical as well as digital infrastructure across all the regions. Smart villages and cities are the need of the 

hour and we need to achieve it in a holistic way. 

 Demand: It has over 1.3 billion people, a youthful population, a growing middle class, one of the fastest-

growing economies of the world and affordable, available advanced technology to reimagine new solutions to 

existing and emerging consumer needs. 

o The pillar of demand presents an unprecedented opportunity for Make in India in every industry.  

o There cent announcements of private sector participation for innovations in the space and defence sectors 

opened up a flood of new opportunities for the MSME industry. 

 Technology: The remarkable growth of the fast-growing 180 billion USOIT/ITES and biotech industry in 

India over the past decade has showed the world India's scientific, engineering and technological prowess and 

capabilities. 

 Socio-Economic Growth: With 22 percent of its population still below the poverty line, 44 percent of its 

economy still agro-based, many districts still combating unacceptable percentages of infant mortality and 

maternal mortality, and only a mere 13 percent of women entrepreneurs, India needs to ensure that rapid 

economic progress encompasses societal progress. 

 

Government Initiatives 
 Atal Innovation Mission (AIM): Government of India‟s flagship initiative Atal Innovation Mission{AIM), 

NITI Aayog is leading from the front to promote a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship in the country. 

Towards this end, AIM has taken a holistic approach to ensure creation of a problem-solving innovative mind-

setting schools and creating an ecosystem of entrepreneurship in universities, research institutions, private and 

MSME sector. 

o Atal Tinkering Labs - At School Level. 

o Atal Incubators -At Universities, Institutions, Industry Level. 

o Applied Research and Innovation for Small Enterprises. 

o Atal Community Innovation Centers - serving Unserved and Under-Served regions of India. 

o Atal New India Challenges_ Product and Service innovations with National Impact. 

o Mentor of Change (Mentorship and Partnerships-with Public, Private sector, NGOs, Academia, 

Institutions). 

 

Way Forward  
 Promoting Entrepreneurship and Start-ups will ensure an unprecedented wave of long-deserved growth, 

prosperity and well being that can serve the interests of the rest of the world as well as the spirit of New India. 

Creating a nation of job-creators and not just job-seekers is important for a sustainable growth. And central to 

this, is the need for an extensive collaboration between corporate industry, academia, and governments at the 

village, district, state and central levels. 

 

Start Up Ecosystem in Rural India 
 

Introduction 
 Innovation holds the future. In today‟s world, no nation can survive without making innovation and creativity 

pivotal to its ideas and actions. Start-ups have become drivers of growth and prosperity, delivering jobs, and 

bringing socio-economic development to the countries both developed and developing.  

 The brilliance of these start-ups lies in the idea, that even a teenager, without a penny in his pocket but with an 

idea and the will to execute, can set-up and run a billion-dollar company. Therefore, it brings some parity in the 

field. However, how long these ideals will run the show is something to be seen. 
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Opportunities 
 Technological intervention has further reduced the costs to setup the companies as the need for physical spaces 

has reduced and customer acquisition has become cheaper as well, therefore providing an opportunity for the 

technology start-ups for scalability and exponential growth. Internet has been one of the most powerful tools of 

the modern world. It pushes new ideas to penetrate the society swiftly. 

 Therefore Internet has made it easier and accessible to reach the customer base virtually from anywhere with 

internet giving boost to the start-up eco-system. On the other hand, it has also made it accessible and 

convenient for the customers as well. 

 

Background of Start-Ups in India 
 In India, the start-up started from a few metropolitans such as that of Bangalore, which many a times has been 

referred to as the Silicon Valley of India and then spilling to Mumbai, Delhi and Hyderabad. However, it is 

important to understand that the eco-system has many stakeholders:  

 First among them of course being the government which provides various enablers for creating an aspirational 

eco-system 

 Universities where research work is being taken up, incubators and accelerators which help is commercialising 

the business idea and then scaling them up. 

 Financial institutions and investors who play a major role in promoting the culture of entrepreneurship. 

 It is when all these stakeholders come together that a healthy eco-system is formed. 

 

Financial Investors  
 Financial institutions have played an important role in boosting entrepreneurship across the globe; however, it 

is angel investors and venture capital firms which have been instrumental for creating start-up eco-system. 

These funds started to arrive in India around 2008, and thereafter many investors working internationally 

started to make rounds to make investment in India based start-ups. 

 This eco-system has now started to extend to the smaller cities and towns as well. The flagship programme of 

the government, start-up India has been instrumental in this, by connecting these small networks together and 

bringing them to the common platform has been one of the success of the team running the start-up India 

campaign. 

 
Present Situation  
 In the recent times, unicorn term has been used for the start-ups with a valuation of over $1 billion and defines 

the monetary success for the start-ups. India has also seen its share of success in the start-up world. 

 In Mobi became India‟s first unicorn to get the recognition in 2011, and since then we have grown many folds 
and today India is 4th across the world in producing unicorns.  

 Even in pandemic, India has added 6 new unicorns to the list, with Razor Pay being the latest addition. 

 

Start Up Policy 
 More than 30 states and UTs in India have come up with start-up policies focusing on providing physical 

infrastructure and seed money to the start-ups besides various capacity building and exposure initiatives.  

 Besides this, they have also come up with a ranking framework for states and UTs, in which Gujarat emerged as 

the top performing state this year, while as Andaman and Nicobar was judged as the best performing Union 

Territory. 

 

Incubation 
 However, the government doesn‟t directly incubate the Start-ups, but they fund setting up of incubators 

through various ministries and departments, such as that of Department of Science and Technology, Ministry 

of Electronics and Information technology, Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade through 

start-up India and NITI Aayog through Atal Innovation Mission. 

 Under various schemes of these ministries not only are the funds provided to set-up incubation centres, but 

incentives to start-ups are also provided in the shape of stipend, seed money, patent filing costs etc. 

 Most of these incubators are sponsored by the government and are run in the academic institutions, which 

gives leverage to students to participate in enterprise creation while still in college or university.  
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 Seed fund is one of the most important investments a start-up receives, as this comes at an early stage while 

the start-up is boost strapping. It provides the required impetus to the start-up for continuing with either the 

research & development needed in the product development or having the pilot run of the project. 

 This is covered by the various programs run by the government under Biotechnology Industry Research 

Assistance Council (BRIAC)with a major focus on promotion of Biotechnology through Research & 

Development with funding schemes available  

 

Way Forward 
 The overall situations instils the country with confidence that India as a start-up ecosystem shall continue to 

mature, with an increased focus on mentoring networking and availability of investments across sectors 

including Agro-tech businesses, which can be a game changer in bringing the significant change to the overall 

development of the nation. 

 Start-ups do not work in isolation and hence, area part of the larger economic scene of the country and depends 

on the factors such as that of ease of doing business, the easy exit option, time bound registration, government 

documentation and standard operating procedure for government procurements. 

 Therefore, while there are tremendous opportunities, we have our set of challenges as well and that is where we 

learnt our first start-up lesson, “every problem is an opportunity in making”. As it may be, the challenges to 
integrate the rural India with that of the urban centers may be many as in the fields of healthcare, education, 

skill development, banking, electricity, water and waste management as well asthat of improving agricultural 

production, improving employability and accessibility to the remotest areas.  

 

Rural Self-Employment Training Institutes 
 

Introduction 
 Ministry of Rural Development has opted the concept of Rural Self Employment Training Institutes (RSETIs). 

The role played by RSETIs in India is to facilitate youth to start their own business by providing them skill up 

gradation programmes and training them in latest technologies. The RSETIs are extending their support to the 

youth who are willing to take up self-employment activities.  

 

Scope and Objective 
 Rural youth belonging to poor families are identified and trained for self-employment. 

 The training programs conducted will be demand driven. 

 The trainees will be provided intensive short-term residential training programmes free of cost, with food and 

accommodation. 

 To develop confidence in unemployed youth. 

 To promote rural entrepreneurship. 

 Handholding support for credit linkage with banks. 

 

About RSETIs 
 Rural Self Employment Training Institutes (RSETIs) are unique skill development organisations operating in 

districts across the country. They are engaged in developing skill among the unskilled/semi-skilled persons and 

facilitate the trained persons to establish rural enterprises and secure sustainable livelihoods.  

 Through RSETIs are sponsored and managed by different banks, they have a common objective of promoting 

the creation of sustainable rural enterprises.  

 To start the initiative, the Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD), Government of India, advised the banks in 

2009 to set up one RSETI in east district by the concerned Lead Bank with the support of the state 

Government. 

 The union Ministry of Rural Development, the Banks and state governments are the partners in the RSETI 

concept. 

 

Salient Features 
 Every RSETI should conduct 30-40 different skill Development Training Programmes in a financial year 

ranging from agriculture-dairy, poultry, fisheries, etc., repair of irrigation pump sets, tractors, mushroom 
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farming, vermin-compost, manufacturing of agarbatti/soaps, Desktop Publishing (DTP), tailoring, beauty 

parlour etc. 

 To establish RSETIs and remove bottlenecks in the smooth functioning of RSETIs, a National Level Steering 

Committee Consisting of members from RBI, NABARD, banks etc. has been set up under the chairmanship of 

secretary, MoRD. National Institute of Rural Development (NIRD), Hyderabad is the nodal agency for 

implementation of RSETI project. 

 Certain minimum basic standards for the RSETIs to be set up by the sponsored banks have been proposed in 

the guidelines. As per guidelines, two to three classrooms with separate toilet facilities for women and men, two 

workshops, office room for Director and rooms for administration, maintenance reception etc. Are to be 

established.  

 Hostel facility for trainees should include two dormitories with bath and toilet facilities, one kitchen and a 

dining hall. Residential quarters for Director and supporting staff are also to be created in the setup. 

 RETIs are mandated to impart training to unemployed rural youth particularly from BPL families and develop 

skill and build up the confidence to take up the entrepreneurial activity.  

 Objective of the RSETI is creation of micro-enterprises or self-employment opportunities in rural areas. RSETI 

should endeavour to provide credit linkages to the trainees after the stakeholders in sponsoring candidates for 

training will also result in better credit linkage. 

 

Impact 
 It is understood that nearly 25lakh unemployed youth have been settled with the help of RSETIs across the 

country. In addition to their own settlement, some of them have been providing employment to others as well, 

thereby transforming from the stage of unemployed to employer. RSETIs are very cost-effective medium for 

creating employment. They have the ability to drive the local economy and for all stakeholders it is a win-win 

proposition. 

 

Rural Women Entrepreneurs: Empowering a New India 
 

Background 
 According to the periodic Labour Force survey, 2018-19, 59.7% of women in rural India are self-employed, 11% 

are regular wage or salary earners while 29.3% are casual workers. In comparison, 57.4% men in rural India are 

self-employed, 14.2% are regular wage or salary earners and 28.3% are casual workers.  

 While the share of nature of work among men and women in rural areas is not different, there is a huge 

difference in the type of self-employment between men and women. 84% of self-employed men in rural India 

are own account workers or employers while 37% of women fall in this category. Most self-employed women in 

rural India (63%) work as helpers on household enterprises. 

 Among states, according to the PLFS survey Jammu and Kashmir, Mizoram, Himachal Pradesh, Rajasthan, 

Arunachal Pradesh had the highest share of self-employed female workers in rural India. In comparison, 

Chandigarh, Kerala, Bihar and Assam were some states with the lowest share of rural women who were self-

employed. While Bihar and Chandigarh had a higher share of rural women who worked as casual labour, Assam 

and Kerala had more women who had regular wages and salary. 

 States that had higher share of agriculture gross state value add as a share of the state‟s GDP were also 
associated with a higher share of self-employment. 

 The correlation between a state‟s per capita income with its share of self-employed women in rural area was 

found to be -0.25%. This means that states that had a higher share of self-employed women are likely to have a 

lower per capital income relatively. 

 

Government Initiative 
 Financial inclusion can help improve the economic prospects of female entrepreneurs in rural areas. The 

government of India addressed these issues through a three pronged approach, popularly known as the JAM 

Trinity-Jan Dhan Yojana, Aadhar Card, and Mobile Phones. 

 This not only helped women who wanted the privacy to operate their accounts but also greater autonomy over 

their finances and savings. This was especially necessary for women with their own business, as evidence 

suggests that often microloans intended for women are often used up for their husband‟s business. 
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 The PMEGP scheme is implemented by the Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) as the nodal 

agency at the national level, state Khadi and Village Industries Board at state level, and District Industries 

Centres (DICs) and banks. 

 The beneficiary gets the subsidy under the scheme through her bank into her account which is turn gets the 

subsidy from the KVIC.  

 Women in rural fall under the special category of beneficiaries where they are expected to contribute only 5% of 

the project cost and get a subsidy at the rate of 35%. The balance amount of the total cost is given to the 

beneficiary as a loan from her bank. 

 To address the social issues regarding the financial dependence of the financial dependence of the women, 

especially those in rural areas, the government launched the Sukanya Samriddhi Account (Girl Child 

Prosperity Account) in 2015, which is a saving scheme to encourage parents to build a fund for the education 

and marriage expenses of their daughters.  

 The scheme has the highest tax exemption, comes with sovereign guarantee, and can be opened at the nearest 

post office. This was done keeping in mind the reach of the postal services in rural areas. 

 Another government scheme to support female entrepreneurs is Stand-Up India, launched in 2016. The scheme 

offers loans between Rs.10lakh to Rs.1crore to women for setting up businesses outside the non-farm sector.  

 Information asymmetry is another weak link in value chain of women entrepreneurs from rural areas. NITI 

Aayog‟s Women Entrepreneurship Platform (WEP) is one such digital initiative that aims to reduce the 
information asymmetry for women entrepreneurs.  

 This online platform was launched March8, 2018. It collaborates with public and private sector organisations 

and brings information on all women focused schemes, initiatives and programmes in one portal. This scheme 

uses three pillars-iccha Shakti to motivate inspiring women entrepreneurs to start new business; Gyan Shakti 

to provide knowledge and ecosystem support to foster budding entrepreneurs; and Karma Shakti to provide 

hands-on support in setting up and scaling businesses. 

 Mahila e-haat is another government initiative for women entrepreneurs and self-help groups for showcasing 

their products that are made or manufactured by them on an online platform. 

 

Way Forward 
 The next step should be to educate and support rural women, entrepreneurs to start selling their products 

directly on channels like Flipkart and Amazon that have a lot of traffic. This not only will support the rural 

entrepreneurs by giving them access to a much larger market but will also strengthen the call for AtmaNirbhar 

India. Schemes that incentivise businesses that source their inputs or products from rural women 

entrepreneurs will help increase private sector participation that will in turn benefit women entrepreneurs. 

 

India’s New Farm Bills: Ushering in Agriculture 2.0 
 

Introduction 
 The Farmer‟s Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Bill seeks to completely open-up the 

sale of produce outside the APMCs.  

 It not only creates an e-highway for trading and transaction, but also creates a structure for an e-trading of 

agriculture produce. Farmers are allowed to sell their produce outside of the APMCS, and that creates a 

possibility for more competition and better pricing for farmers.  

 The Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm Services Bill creates a 

framework for contract farming. 

 It provides a template at the national level of farming agreements, with regard to agribusiness, processing, and 

the entire range of services including wholesalers, exporters and large retailers for sale of farming produce at a 

mutually pre-agreed price. 

 

Scope 
 The scheme shall provide a financial boost to the farmers and agriculture sector and increase India‟s ability to 

complete on the global stage and that India has a huge opportunity to invest in post-harvest management 

solutions like warehousing, cold chain and food processing, and build a global presence in areas such as organic 

and fortified foods. 
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 This scheme provides a good opportunity for start-ups in agriculture to avail the benefits and scale their 

operations, thereby creating an ecosystem that reaches farmers in every corner of the country. 

 

Impact  
 Smart implementation of the new farm bills will lead to four significant changes:  

o An increase in farmer‟s income 

o The rise of agro-entrepreneurs 

o Massive private investments in agriculture 

o A jump in farm product exports. 

 This legislation seeks to open up the farming at both ends-production (through contract farming) and sale 

(through complete deregulation). 

 But most importantly these bills will diffuse technology and innovation into the most traditional sector of the 

Indian economy.  

 The bills create a channel for interaction of agriculture with booming science and technology sector of the 

country.  

 

Government Initiative 
 GOI, along with Microsoft, has begun empowering small-holder farmers in India to increase income through 

higher crop yield and greater price control using AI sensors. Microsoft, being the technological partner, is 

working with farmers, state governments, the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) and 

the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare to create an ecosystem for AI into farming.  

 The Indian government specifically supports Agro-Tech start-ups under the Start-up India Scheme. 

Furthermore, it has initiated several schemes to prepare farmers to exploit the opportunities privatisation has 

to offer. 

 For instance, it has launched Soil Health Card Scheme in 2015, to provide information to farmers on nutrients 

status of their soil along with recommendation on appropriate dosage of nutrients to be applied for improving 

soil health and its fertility. 

 Paramparagat Krishi Vikash Yojana is implemented with a view to promote organic farming in the country. 

Under this scheme, an area of 5lakh acre is targeted to be covered through 10,000 clusters of 50 acre each, from 

the year 2025-26 to 2017-18. 

 National Agriculture Market (e-NAM) was started to bring the benefits of the digital age to Indian agricultural 

by providing e-marketing platform at national level and supporting creation of infrastructure to enable e-

marketing.  

 A dedicated MIF created with NABARD has been approved with an initial corpus of Rs.5000crore for 

encouraging public and private investments in Micro irrigation. The main objective of the fund is to facilitate 

the states in mobilising the resources for expanding coverage of Micro irrigation. 

 Alongside, Central Research Institute for Dry land Agriculture (CRIDA), ICAR has prepared district level 

Agriculture Contingency Plans in collaboration with state agricultural universities using a standard template to 

tackle aberrant monsoon situations leading to drought and floods, extreme events (heat waves, cold waves, 

frost, hailstorms, cyclone) adversely affecting crops, livestock and fisheries (including horticulture).  

 Government programs like Geographical Indication (GI) situates a product as being a unique item of its 

geography, and One District One Product (ODOP) which seeks to promote unique items from every district of 

the country. 

 

Way Forward 
 The new farm bills in India therefore mark an important pivot in the conceptualization of Indian agriculture 

and should be considered a new beginning in the sector. They will go a long way in fulfilling the country‟s 
ambition in bringing about a doubling in farmer income and help India‟s position itself as a cutting-edge 

innovator in the world agriculture. 
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Financial and Institutional Support for Rural Start-ups 
 

Introduction 
 Agriculture and allied activities arc the main stay of rural India and around 67 percent of Indian population 

resides in rural areas. While the contribution of the agricultural sector to GDP has continued to decline over the 

last 2 decades -from29 percent in 1990 to16 percent in FY 2018-19-it remains a major source of employment, 

accounting for about 47 percent of the total national workforce. 

 

Rural Challenges 
 Unemployment is the major challenge faced by rural youth and more so by female rural youth. A large numbers 

of rural youth lack the skills required for job opportunities in the ever-evolving manufacturing and services 

sector. 

 The Government and various financial institutions continue to provide a lot of financial support to the core 

agriculture sector. 

 Developmental efforts have been low on usage of innovative technology.  

 

Rise of the Start-ups 
 Over the last one a half decades lot of product start-ups and now increasingly services start-ups have come up. 

As of July 2020, more than 34,000 start-ups are registered with Department for Promotion of Industry and 

Internal Trade. With the number of active Internet users going up, there is every chance that the Start-up 

ecosystem will be developed in coming days. 

a. Agriculture 

 Tech enabled market linkage for agro products (disintermediation reduces the number of middlemen by 

directly reaching the large buyers). 

 Agro/rural fintech lenders. 

 Digital commodity trading platform (currently adhatiyas use these platforms but over the medium term 

FPOs are expected to dominate the trading on these platforms) 

 Digital platform/marketplace for sale of agro inputs (reduce the dependence of farmers on local retailers) 

 Digital platform/market place for equipment rentals (reduce the need to buy agro equipment including 

tractors) 

 Digital quality assessments for agro produce/ 

 Food products (assure food safety) 

 Rapid soil health testing (reduce the usage of fertilizers and other soil nutrients) 

 Satellite database insights in near real time (reduce water stress by providing real time water maps, help 

banks/insurance companies to design rural loans/insurance products) 

 Farming as a service (use database insights for precise application of inputs, harvesting etc.) 

 Agro information dissemination. 

b. Non-Agriculture 

 Digital platform/market place for sale of handicrafts 

 Tech enabled rural healthcare 

 Tech enabled classrooms/online classes 

c. Rural ecommerce 

 Digital market place (helps in pushing urban goods to rural areas and rural goods to urban areas). 

d.  Digital services 

 Digital rural job portals 

 Social networking for rural 

 The rural start-up ecosystem suffers from the following challenges: 

o Lack of incubation centres 

o Lack of venture capital funds 

o Lack of bank able entrepreneurs 

o Scale up challenges. 
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Government Support to Start Ups 
 The start-up movement has gained momentum under Hon'ble Prime Minister's clarion call for "Digital India" and 

"Start-up India". The Start-up India initiative envisions building a strong ecosystem for nurturing innovation and 

entrepreneurship in the country. In India, Central and State governments are playing an active role in start-up 

ecosystem development. The key objectives of the Government are as follows: 

o Spur entrepreneurial activity to accelerate job creation. 

o Create enabling environment by reducing regulatory burden and introducing new policies. 

o Build capacity through infrastructure creation and training. 

o Provide funding support and fiscal incentives 

o Facilitate all members of the Start-up ecosystem to connect and collaborate. 

 SIDBI had a rural oriented VC fund with a corpus of Rs. 60 crore and has made a few investments in agro SMEs 

from Samridhi fund. NABARD has been very supportive of agro/rural vc funds as it started contributing to VC 

funds which had agriculture/rural as one of their core focus areas. 

 In 2019, NABARD started its own venture growth equity fund, NABVENTURES Fund I with a target corpus of 

Rs.500 crore and a green shoe of additional Rs. 200 crore. 

 Seed Fund: A National Seed Fund was announced in Budget 2020-21 to support ideation and development of early 

stage. 

 

Way Forward 
 Presently, the agritech start-ups touch only 10 percent of the farmers. Beyond funding, the start-ups, need 

guidance, direction and exposure. It is important that the key people managing the ecosystem components are 

entrepreneurs / start-up investors themselves with first hand exposure of running businesses.  

 Some of the incubators may specialize in internet services, hardware, futuristic technology, technology based 

agriculture, rural technologies to have focused attention on future technologies. 

 In order to conserve capital for creation of new infrastructure, the existing infrastructure of colleges and 

universities may be leveraged for running incubation/acceleration centers. 

 Creation of a National Rural Seed-cum-Impact fund to invest in start-ups benefiting large number of 

farmers/rural population. 

 GOI may consider setting up National Rural Start-ups Fund, an AIF, with a large corpus of Rs. 2,500 crore. This 

fund would make direct investments in agro/food/rural start-ups at all stages (early, mid and late). 

 As the number of active rural internet subscribers increases further, rural ecommerce is expected to take off in 

rural India (especially in areas closer to cities/semi-urban areas) in a big way. 

 

Optimising CSR for skilling Rural India 
 

Introduction 
 As an emerging economy, India is of late experiencing a huge demand for skilled manpower. The country is well 

placed to harness the opportunities emerging out of globalisation by engaging its young workforce for economic 

growth. 

 However, a paradox, pertaining to utilization of manpower, which exists for decades, is viewed as an impediment. 

As to the paradox, being one of the youngest countries in terms of its massive population below the age of 25 years, 

India has been reeling under the dearth of skilled workforce, which leads to the problems of unemployment, 

under-employment and disguised unemployment.  

 

Rural Prospect 
 More than 70 percent of India's population belongs to its rural parts. Hence, the "demographic dividend" can be 

fructified only when the enormous segment of rural youth possesses appropriate skill to create robust livelihood 

support systems.  

 However, due to 'lows kill' or 'mismatched skill' levels, the rate of unemployment in rural areas is higher than the 

rate in urban areas. And, those having some amount of skill prefer to migrate to urban areas in search of 

livelihood, thus causing further a deep paucity of skill in villages.  

 As a concrete solution to bridge this gap, numerous initiatives and reforms have been taken up vigorously and a 

fresh post 2015 by the Government of India in harmony with State Governments towards skill development. 
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 A new Ministry for Skill Development and Entrepreneurship {MSDE) has been established in order to realise the 

vision of a skilled India. The "Skill India" mission, launched in 2015, aims to empower youth by imparting skill 

and make them employable and productive. 

 Under this mission, a flagship scheme –Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) is promoting skill 

development by providing industry-designed training and certification to youth. Short-term training in 

compliance with National Skill Qualification Framework (NSQF) is provided to unemployed youths. 

 Ministry of Rural Development is also executing a skilling programme "Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushal 

Yojana (DDUGKY)" especially for rural youth as a part of its National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM). 

 The New Education Policy (NEP 2020) is also a welcome step to integrate Vocational Education and skill-based 

learning in school and college curriculum. 

 

Scope of CSR 
 Strategic engagement of corporate sector in skill development makes the job of the Government easy. Companies 

with their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) agenda can complement and supplement the action of 

Government towards it. Industry sector has ample scope for contributing to the purpose of developing a robust 

skill network in rural India. 

 Further, investing in skill building of youths makes a strong business sense for both Public Sector Enterprises as 

well as private companies. In the long run, this investment shall yield sustainable dividends and create a workforce 

that is future-ready.  

 From the ethical perspective, there is social expectation from companies that they should build the skill of local 

human resources as they use them in their operations and management. CSR sector has immense potential and 

promise to strategically support the national skill mission. 

 

Provisions  
 As per Section 35 of the Companies Act 2013, profitable companies are mandated to spend 2 percent of their profit 

in CSR activities. And, Schedule VII of the Act prescribes areas like skill development, livelihood generation and 

rural development among many to be taken up under CSR initiative. 

 Further, the global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 2016-2030 have created scope for engagement of 

corporate sector in all its 17 goals. Skill development has direct and indirect bearing on all these goals, and that is 

why is seen as a major factor in their realisation. Specifically, SDG-4, Target 4.3 aims for equal accessibility to 

affordable and quality technical and vocational education. SDG-4, Target 4.4 stresses on increasing the number of 

youth who have relevant technical and vocational skills for employment and entrepreneurship.  

 Therefore, companies can contribute to the SDGs through their involvement in skill building of human resources. 

 

Conclusion 
 The objectives of Skill India mission can be successfully accomplished only if rural skilling is given right and 

proper importance. In order to make the villages smart in all respects, its young manpower is to be trained and 

empowered. And, for this involvement of the corporate sector, through its CSR, needs to be more strategic and 

effective. With a growing and vibrant CSR sector in the country now-a-days, matching contribution from 

companies to the efforts of the Government in skilling rural youth is exceedingly desired.  

 CSR support, in terms of funding, expertise, experience and infrastructure, will add momentum and sustainability 

to the skilling drive. Hence, enabling and proactive environment should be created or eliciting optimum input 

from corporate houses for skilling rural India. 

 

Smart Villages: Drivers of Inclusive Growth 
 

Introduction 
 In the wake of national and global enthusiasm, the term 'smart village' as an idea and a practice has gained 

importance in rural development planning and policy. An attempt has been made by various stake holders, 

including central and state governments, NGO, and corporate sector to formulate different policies and schemes 

envisaging smart villages to address issues of rural transformations, inclusion and democracy. There are many 

central government schemes implemented by various ministries such as Unnat Bharat Abhiyan (UBA), Pradhan 

Mantri Adarsh Gram Yojana, Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Rurban Mission (SPMRM) and Sensed Adarsh Gram 

Yojana (SAGY) with an aim to bring transformative changes in our villages. 
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 The Socio Economic Caste Census (SECC), Mission Antyodaya and the on-going Ease of Living (EoL) surveys are 

important efforts towards evidence-based objective criteria for selection of households for targeted delivery of 

important flagship schemes for developing the rural areas. 

 

What is a Smart Village? 
 There is no universally accepted definition of a Smart village. The conceptualization varies from scheme to 

scheme. In the scheme, Pradhan Mantri Adarsh Gram Yojana (PMAGY), an 'Adarsh Gram' is defined as the 

wherein people have access to various basic services so that the minimum needs of all the sections of the society 

are fully met and disparities are reduced to a minimum. 

 The amount of funds required and possible sources for such funds to carry out Smart village initiatives is also a 

crucial aspect. In recent past, a substantialamountoffundsarebeingallocatedforthewell-beingoftheruralpeople by 

various ministries, under national flagship schemes.  

 In addition, transfer of funds under 151h Finance Commission, State Finance Commission (SFC)and own source 

revenues provide opportunities to carry out various initiatives to convert villages into model. 

 There are many Indian model villages known across the globe for their unique and exemplary achievement in 

specific areas. To name a few: Mawlynnong (Meghalaya-Asia's cleanest village); Ralegan Siddhi and Hiware Bazar 

(Maharashtra- environmental conservation and irrigation system and water conservation program) etc. 

 It is necessary to promote development of rural areas in tune with Gandhian vision of self-sufficient' village 

republics', based on local resources and using decentralised, eco-friendly technologies so that the basic needs of 

food, clothing, shelter, sanitation, healthcare, energy, livelihood, transportation, and education are locally met and 

the goal of faster and inclusive growth is realised. 

 

Framework 
 It is important to draw a strategy for preparing a holistic framework of a self-sustainable and viable model of 

smart village and also develop a measurable and monitorable set of indicators to grade our villages or panchayats 

and an executable plan within the existing rural 

institutional framework. 

 Any smart village initiatives must visualize a framework 

based on the existing strengths of the village and 

harnessing those strengths for improving efficiency and 

efficacy in governance, service delivery and make our 

villages and villagers smart and happy. 

 The framework must take into account various factors 

including socio-economic and infrastructure 

development, conservation of natural resources, 

environment, preservation of socio-cultural fabrics of the 

villages and the technology that can enable holistic 

development of villages. The Sustainable Development 

Goals (SGDs) must be placed in the heart of social and 

economic transformation of villages. 

 We must ensure empowerment of villages on three 

counts, are economic, digital and institutional.  

 Towards economic empowerment, efforts must be made 

to create multiple remunerative livelihood and 

entrepreneurial avenues for rural people. Skilling of the 

youth and women could play a decisive role in the current situation. 

 Digital enablement comprises of technology based innovative solutions, data-driven decision making and 

development, skills to use smart technologies and make smart decisions, greater connectivity to access various 

services to achieve high standard of living and inclusive development of all sections of the society. Although 

penetration of ICT in rural areas has to be increased, the smart village initiative to succeed, digital interventions in 

all spheres of their life will be very crucial. 

 The economic and digital empowerment should be based on existing set of institutions operating in rural 

landscape. There is an elaborate set of rural institutions i.e. Gram Panchayat, Health Sub-centre, Anganwadi, Post 

office, Primary School, PDS Shop, Library and Sanitary complex and village communities such as co-operatives, 

village committees, FPOs, residence associations, SHGs and youth clubs. 
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 It is important to mainstream these village communities and rural institutions in designing a smart village. 

 The whole approach of smart village should be based on an institutional pedestal, which is Gram Panchayat (GP) 

and we need to increasingly engage with GP and enable them to be self-sustainable. The concept of smart village 

needs to be main streamed in the Gram Panchayat Development Plan (GPDP) and the whole process needs to be 

captured in it. 

 

Conclusion 
 Smart village needs to be understood from the perspective of the most vulnerable in the rural areas. Various 

organization and stakeholders working in rural ecosystem must unite and work in partnership in designing and 

implementing initiatives to make substantial progress in our journey towards smart villages, which will ensure a 

more inclusive society and economy. 

 

Road to Self-Reliance: Skills for Rural Entrepreneurs 
 

Introduction 
 India is predominantly a rural country with 70 percent of the workforce residing in rural areas. The rural economy 

constitutes 46 percent of national income. Despite rapid urbanization, more than half of India's population is 

projected to be in rural India by 2050. Contrary to the common perception about predominance of agriculture in 

the rural economy, about two-third of rural income is now generated from non-agricultural activities.  

 Thus, quality skill training of the rural workforce and growth of viable employment opportunities in rural India are 

essential for overall economic growth and inclusive development of the country. 

 

Initiatives for Skilling Rural Youth 
 Deen Dayal Upadhyay-GraminKaushalyaYojana (DDU-GKY) 

 PradhanMantriKaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY) 

 

Promoting Rural Entrepreneurship 
 Start-Up Village Entrepreneurship Programme : Ensuring opportunities for income generation, through 

self-employment and rural entrepreneurship, has been the cornerstone of the government's rural development 

vision. In this regard, the government's Start-Up Village Entrepreneurship Programme (SVEP) implemented by 

the Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana –National Rural Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NRLM) of the Ministry of Rural 

Development has been playing a stellar role. 

 Rozgar Yukt Gaon (RYG), anew component under Khadi Vikas Yojana, has been introduced to create an 

additional 12,500 direct employment opportunitiesin50 villages, which are deprived of opportunities and 

sustainable livelihood support systems, in addition to spinning out secondary and ancillary opportunities of 

employment in a wider sense. 

 Rural Self Employment and Training Institutes (RSETls): Credit-linked subsidies, soft loans, access to 

working capital underpin the success of micro enterprises located in small villages and towns. Skill development 

through Rural Self Employment and Training Institutes (RSETls) under National Rural Livelihoods Mission is a 

bank-led initiative enabling a trainee to take bank credit and start his own micro-enterprise. 

 Pradhan Mantri Van Dhan Yojana (PMVDY) : Self-help Groups (SHGs) have played a major role in helping 

rural youth, especially tribal youth and women, become self-reliant and achieve economic independence. The Van 

Dhan start-ups, established under the Pradhan Mantri Van Ohan Yojana (PMVOY) scheme initiated by TRIFEO, 

Ministry of Tribal Affairs, have emerged as a source of employment generation for tribal gatherers and forest 

dwellers and also the home-bound labour and artisans. 

 Thes logan "Go Vocal for Local", has been adapted in these COVID times to include 'Go Vocal for Local Go Tribal –
Mera Van Mera Ohan Mera Udyam'. 

 MSDE is also implementing a pilot scheme, PM YUVA (PM Yuva Udyamita Vikas Abhiyan), towards creating an 

enabling ecosystem through entrepreneurship education, training advocacy and easy access to the 

entrepreneurship network. It focuses on students/trainees and alumni coming out of the skilling ecosystem such 

as ITls, Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Kendra, Jan Shikshan Sansthan, etc. 

 MSDE's Aatma Nirbhar Skilled Employee-Employer Mapping (ASEEM) portal to help skilled people find 

sustainable livelihood opportunities. 
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Way Forward 
 As of today, the COVID-19 pandemic is the biggest challenge to India's economy and its workforce. The country 

cannot afford to allow it to derail the various programmes for skill development and rural entrepreneurship. It is 

the need of the hour to provide adequate skill training 

 To this large workforce in rural India so that they can surmount this challenge and become a significant 

contributor to the economy. Only then will India be able to expand its talent pool and harness the potential of the 

rural youth. 

 

Agro-Entrepreneurship 
 

Introduction 
 Agriculture plays a vital role in India's economy. India has the largest arable and resources in the world and with 

20 agro-climatic regions, all 15 major climates in the world exist in India. The country also possesses 46 of the 60 

soil types in the world. Over 58 percent of the rural households depend on agriculture as their principal means of 

livelihood. 

 Indian food processing industry is one of the largest industries in India and is ranked fifth in terms of production, 

consumption, export, and expected growth. 

 India is also the largest producer of spices, pulses, milk, tea, cashew, and jute; and the second-largest producer of 

wheat rice, fruits and vegetables, sugarcane, cotton and oil seed. India is currently the world's fourth-largest 

producer of agrochemicals. 

 

Government Initiative 
 As per the Union Budget of India 2020-21, allocation of approximately INR 2,94,921 crore ($40.06 Bn) was made 

to the Ministry of Agriculture. The Government of India has allowed 100 percent FDI through automatic route in 

agriculture, animal husbandry, and plantation sector 9 and continuous efforts are being made to give this sector 

and its workers a much-needed boost. 

 Very recently three reforms were passed by Parliament and received the President's assent formalizing them into 

laws- 

o The Farmers' Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) 

o The Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement of Price Assurance and Farm Services. 

o Essential Commodities (Amendment) Act.  

 The reforms aim to accelerate growth in the sector through private sector investment in building infrastructure 

and supply chains for farm produce in national and global markets. Additionally, the Acts are intended to help 

small farmers who do not have the means to get a better price. 

 

Agro Entrepreneurship 
 While the government is trying to accelerate growth in the agriculture sector, budding entrepreneurs of the 

country are relentlessly contributing to the sector by innovating and developing breakthrough technology. 

 Modern techniques and methods will surely elevate agriculture to the next level and ease the burden on farmers. 

This, therefore, creates a huge scope for Agriculture Start-ups in the country. Transformation of Agriculture to 

Agri-business is one of the important strategies where enterprising farmers practice profitable agriculture. 

 The sector is being channelized with the stream of educated youth, fired by the ideas, passion, and innovations to 

launch newer kinds of technology and business models to lift the face of agriculture from primitive to hi-tech ones. 

 Start-ups are providing missing links in the Agro value chain and delivering efficient products, technologies, and 

services to the farmers. Additionally, across agriculture use cases such as farm automation, weather forecasting, 

drone use, online vegetable marketing, smart poultry and dairy ventures, smart agriculture, etc. innovations and 

technology-driven powerful start-ups set to revolutionize the agriculture sector. 

 

Opportunity for Agro Entrepreneurship 
 The agriculture sector efficiency in the supply chain that controls farming resources such as finance, seeds, 

chemicals, etc. and improper access to the distribution networks. 

 Another problem that hampers the growth of the sector is that Indian farm lands are fragmented and small; 70 

percent are less than 1 hectare, while the national average is less than 2 hectares 15, resulting in significantly low 

farm yields. Solutions to increase productivity with respect to the farm size is the need of the hour. 
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 Agriculture sector employs 5O percent of India's workforce but contributes only 18 percent of the GDP. Solutions 

that enable farm automation and aggregation will rationalize and gainfully redistribute the workforce. 

 There is an acute lack of data and insights at the ground and farmer level. Along with laying the digital work, 

solutions that build a layer of data will transform schemes, insurance, and loan disbursal, and can create a 

manifold impact. 

 

Start-up India Recognition 
 Start-up India, housed under Invest India, is a flagship initiative of the Department for Promotion of Industry and 

Internal Trade (DPIIT), Government of India, intends to build a strong ecosystem that is conducive for the growth 

of start-up businesses, drive sustainable economic growth, and generate large scale employment opportunities. 

 The Government through this initiative aims to empower start-ups to grow through innovation and design. 

 Start-up India launched National Start-up Awards 2020 in December 2019 with an aim to recognize and reward 

outstanding start-ups and ecosystem enablers that are building innovative products or solutions and scalable 

enterprises, with high potential of employment generation, wealth creation and demonstrating measurable social 

impact 

 

Central Scheme: RKVY RAFTAAR 
 The Government of India is rejuvenating the technology and business development into the agricultural ecosystem 

and is catering specifically to the need and modalities for agribusiness promotion and entrepreneurship. 

 Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY) scheme was initiated in 2007 as an umbrella scheme for ensuring the 

holistic development of agriculture and allied sectors by allowing states to choose their agriculture and allied 

sector development activities as per the district or state agriculture plan. 

 The Scheme provides States with the flexibility and autonomy for selection, planning approval, and execution of 

projects as per the need, priorities, and agro-climate requirements. 

 

Conclusion 
 The start-up ecosystem has been adapting effectively during these unprecedented times. The agriculture start-ups 

are not only flourishing in the fast-paced and dynamic economy of today but are also developing innovative 

solutions and technologies and generating employment. The innovative solutions and technologies created by the 

start-ups are creating manifold impact in the society. The innovations have received a surging demand from not 

only the private sector but also Government bodies. 

 The agriculture start-ups should continue to work effectively towards the mission of self-reliance and self-

sustainability like they have been in the past. The vision of Aatmanirbhar Bharat is rooted deeply in the Start-up 

Ecosystem and shall continue to prevail in the coming years. 

 

Start Local to Go Global 
 

Introduction 
 Agriculture and allied sectors have remained important segments of the Indian economy. It is the main stay and 

backbone of Indian economy as it is responsible for providing employment to two-third of working populations. It 

has direct or indirect linkages with other economic sectors and plays a major role as foreign exchange earner. 

Although its contribution has declined with the advent of industrialization, its potential towards the national 

economy cannot be ignored. 

 It stands as sole bright spot in the recent pandemic and can be looked at as a golden opportunity for sustainable 

growth and development of India. 

 

Indian Agriculture Sector: Problems and Prospects 
 Although agriculture has a significant contribution towards food security and eradicate poverty in developing 

nation like India, its share towards national economy has declined with industrialization. 

 The annual average growth rate in agriculture and its allied sectors has declined from 6.3 percent in 2016-17 to 2.8 

percent in 2019-20 while its share towards Gross Value Added (GVA) has declined from 18.2 percent in 2014-15 to 

16.5 percent in 2019-20. 

 Challenges such as lack of innovation or technological intervention, rural infrastructural support, landless or land 

fragmentation, topography, input, market knowledge and other risk factors resulted in undergrowth of this sector. 
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 Despite the falling contribution to the national economy, the agriculture sector cannot be ignored as food is the 

necessity for survival and it can never go out of business. 

 It is observed that along with other factors, Agro start-up's contribution is immense in this constructive growth. 

Starting from buying fresh produce from farmers to market linkage, Agro start-ups contribute in the overall 

agricultural ecosystem by helping farmers in recovering their investment and the customers by providing timely 

supply of food. 

 

Recent Government Policies 
Income 

 PM KISAN (Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi) is a great relief to small and marginal farmers as this scheme 

provides an income support of Rs. 6,000 per year in three equal installments. 

 However, according to draft estimates by Institute of Economic Growth, the weighted cost of cultivation is more 

than the current assistance of Rs. 6,000 per year for many crops.  

 Further, there is no provision for landless labourers who accounts 14.43 crore of agriculture work force indicating.  

 The government's price support alone cannot achieve the target of doubling farmer's income by 2022. Although 

increase in farm productivity, rise in real farm prices have a contribution towards farmer's income but post-

production reforms involving access to technology. 

Infrastructure 

 The recent agricultural infrastructure funds worth Rs.1.0 lakh crores for aggregators cooperative societies and 

farm entrepreneur for setting up of community farming assets storage structures and post-harvest management 

infrastructure is welcome step but as there is a focus on cluster based approach for farmers including 

entrepreneurs, a properly build roadmap for all, including entrepreneurs is the need of the hour. 

Skill Programme 

 To be vocal for local, skilling, up skilling and re skilling should be a part of the rural bio entrepreneurial scheme. 

There is existence of exclusive programme and schemes by Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship 

and Agriculture Skill Council of India (ASCI) which works towards capacity building by bridging gaps, and 

upgrading skills of farmers, wage workers, self-employed and extension workers engaged in organized 

/unorganized segments of agriculture and allied sectors. 

Strategic Inputs 

 Agri-lnnovation Centre: Support Domain for Agro Start-ups: As a major domain of the entrepreneurial 

ecosystem, agro-incubation centre in rural areas can play a significant role. Primarily these centres are based in 

large and metro cities, extending them to rural areas will not only motivate young minds to be self-sustainable 

through agri-preneurship but also help to understand the requirement of technologies according to the agro 

climatic pattern, sustainability and adaptation at the village level. 

 Despite the falling contribution to the national economy, the agriculture sector cannot be ignored as food is the 

necessity for survival and it can never go out of business. In the backdrop of the on-going pandemic, it stands as a 

bright spot with the projected growth rate of 3 percent in the year 2020-21. 

 It is observed that along with other factors, Agro start-up's contribution is immense in this constructive growth. 

 

Conclusion 
 The most important aspect emerging out of the recent government announcement is its increased emphasis on 

rural entrepreneurship opportunities through various director indirect incentives Going forward, we need an 

integrated approach to understand the centrality of rural agrarian economy and long-term strategy to bridge the 

gap between policy planning and implementation, input objectives and project output, which will empower the 

local economy and help us to reach from local to global. 

 

Role of Soft Skills in Developing Rural Entrepreneurs 
 The entire world has been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic and so as the employment and livelihood, 

particularly in rural India, has been hit disproportionately. While the pandemic is still not over, its repercussions 

will continue to have an impact on us for a much longer duration.  

 As per ILO estimates, almost 1.6 billion (approx. 80 percent) informal economy workers (representing the most 

vulnerable in the labour market), out of a worldwide total of 2 billion, have suffered massive damage to their 

capacity to earn a living. 
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 India is not indifferent to such trends; rather, India's worry is thatalmost93 percent of the total workforce is 

'informal' (as per Economic Survey 2018-19). 

 Due to the circumstances emerging out of Corona pandemic, April 2020 onwards, many private companies have 

stopped new recruitments and have reduced number of employees. 

 It is difficult to forecast what percentage of the workforce will remain without work for a long duration. As per 

ILO's recent report, sectors like hospitality, real estate, transport, manufacturing, marketing/advertising, beauty 

and wellness, tourism, etc. are worst hit in terms of economic output.  

 

What needs to be done 
 Though the essential service sector is also affected by disrupted supply-chains and value-chains, they are reviving 

their supply-chains and also creating a new pipeline of opportunities for themselves. 

 The rural youth will have to identify and become part of these supply-chains and value-chains. 

 The rural youth must look at the essential services and come-up with innovative ideas and creating new branches 

of businesses. 

 Investing in human capital development is the priority to make the most of this evolving economic opportunity. 

 Conduct robust aspiration mapping of the youth  and select the deserving ones for development of 

entrepreneurial skills. 

 Transforming the unemployed workforce to gain self-employment through entrepreneurial skill trainings to 

become successful entrepreneurs. 

 Arresting the migration of educated and potential entrepreneurs by incentivizing them to start enterprises in their 

States, so that the enterprises so setup can provide opportunities for wage employment to local people. 

 Gearing up for an economic progress in the State by focusing on the services sector and providing killed 

manpower. 

 Training to register and use e-commerce platform. 

 Create backward and forward linkages for the potential entrepreneurs. 

 The phrase "unemployable" used by several employers is due to the fact that the candidates even after graduating 

from senior secondary school have very low learning levels and lack 21st century skills. It is important to note that 

the composition of labour force is rapidly changing with increasing diversity in students completing education. 

 Artificial Intelligence (Al) is a central tenet for the 4th Industrial revolution. Al can be applied to every sector to 

enable new possibilities and efficiencies. The applications of Al in our daily lives, business operations, education, 

health, entertainment, and society as a whole are expanding at a very faster rate. 

 

Conclusion 
 The next growth wave in lndia will depend on the growth in the rural India for which there is a need to adapt to 

new normal and become creative and innovative. The Ministry of Rural Development and Ministry of Skill 

Development and Entrepreneurship, Government of India have various schemes which target the upliftment of 

rural youth in an inclusive manner. 
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